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Abstract

”Auroral Structure and Kinetics” (ASK) is a multispectral auroral imager,
developed and built by University of Southampton, UK, and Royal Institute of
Technology, Sweden. The scientific objective of the instrument include charac-
terisation of both high and low energy electron precipitation in aurora with high
spatial and temporal resolution, and direct observation of plasma drifts in the
ionosphere. ASK consists of three cameras taking images in different spectral
lines. One part of this thesis deals with the development of the data acquisition
system for the instrument. This included the hardware part (computers con-
trolling the cameras)and the software for operation of ASK. ASK was installed
on Svalbard in November 2005, and examples of first data are presented. The
second part of the thesis treats the problem of estimation of motions from the
auroral sequences. Robust optical flow estimation algorithm has been applied to
auroral sequences, and new formulations specific to the imaging of metastable
ions (carried out by ASK) are suggested.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

And I looked, and, behold, a whirlwind came out of the north, a great cloud,

and a fire infolding itself, and a brightness was about it, and out of the

midst thereof as the colour of amber, out of the midst of the fire.

Ezekil 1:4

Auroral lights belong to one of the most fascinating phenomena observed in
nature, Figure 1.1. The auroral phenomenon has been exposed to research for
many decades but it still fascinates researchers and is not yet fully understood.
The greatest breakthrough was made by Kristian Birkeland who 1902-1903 con-
ducted his third expedition to study the auroral borealis. Using the results from
the expedition Birkeland proposed a theory where ionized gas from the sun is
accelerated into the magnetic poles of the Earth which in turn creates the au-
rora. We now know that his theory is in general true, though the process of
creating the aurora is far more complex then Birkeland would ever expected.
This chapter gives an introduction of the auroral phenomenon and insight to
the auroral plasma physics.

The term Aurora Borealis was most likely introduced by Galileo in 1619.
Aurora was the name for the Greek goddess of dawn, Eos, and for the god of
the north wind, which in Latin is Boreas. In the scientific area Aurora Borealis
or Northern Lights were first used by the French scientist, Pierre Gassendi, in
1621.

The Auroral Borealis is produced when accelerated particles, mostly elec-
trons, impinging on Earth’s upper atmosphere excite the atmospheric atoms
and molecules. When the atoms and molecules return to their original state
light is emitted which can be observed from the ground as Auroral Borealis.

1.1 Aurora & Upper Atmosphere

In this chapter the relation between aurora and atmosphere is discussed.
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Figure 1.1: Aurora Borealis. Picture was taken during the iASK Campaign
November 2005 on Svalbard.

1.1.1 Structure of the Atmosphere

The atmosphere is usually divided into a number of different layers which are
characterized by different physical conditions. Figure 1.2 illustrates these lay-
ers. The most important division is based on the thermal condition. The region
where weather takes place extends from the ground level to about 10 km altitude
and is called the troposphere. Temperature decreases almost linearly in this
layer. Above the troposphere is the stratosphere, where the temperature rises
a bit until the next layer which is called the mesosphere. In the mesosphere the
temperature falls again and in the upper boundary, the mesopause, the tempera-
ture reaches its lowest temperature, about −90◦C. At even greater altitudes, in
the thermosphere, the temperature rises again and to much higher values then
before as can be seen in Figure 1.2. Different layers in the atmosphere have
different composition. The main components are nitrogen, oxygen, (O, O2), he-
lium, and hydrogen. The relative distribution of the atmospheric composition
is displayed in Figure 1.3. Up to the altitude of about 80 km the composition is
homogeneous. Higher up the components are separated by gravity, the lighter
ones extending higher altitudes than the heavier ones.

In the thermosphere, the solar ultraviolet light and energetic particles pre-
cipitating from the magnetosphere produce ionization increasing with altitude.
At the same time the particle density is low enough to make the recombination
times of the ionized atoms and molecules sufficiently long to allow a signifi-
cant fraction of the gas to remain ionized. This produces a conducting layer
of the atmosphere known as the ionosphere. The ionosphere begins at 65 km
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and has a peak plasma density between 200 and 300 km. It is in this region
where the auroral emission take place. The ionosphere reaches to altitude about
1000− 2000 km where it merges with the magnetosphere. The source processes
of the aurora lie in the magnetosphere, where field-aligned currents lead to cre-
ation of acceleration regions at altitudes of several thousands kilometers. In this
regions electrons get energies up to several keV.

1.1.2 Ionosphere

Early measurement of the ionosphere using radio-sounding techniques revealed
that it has a layered structure, by means of ionization. The ionospheric regions
are, D, E, F1 and F2; these names were given by Appleton in the mid-1920’s.
Table 1.1 summarizes the composition, major ionization process and altitudes.
Electron density in the ionosphere is also strongly affected by the aurora. Pre-
cipitating auroral electrons produce additional ionization. The ionosphere is
also important for closure of the field-aligned auroral currents by means of per-
pendicular currents.

Layer D E F1 F2

Altitude (km) 60 − 85 85 − 140 140− 200 200 − 1500
Nighttime electron
density (cm−3) < 1 · 102 2 · 103 − 2 − 5 · 105

Daytime electron
density (cm−3) 1 · 103 1 − 2 · 105 2 − 5 · 105 0.5 − 2 · 106

Ion species NO+, O+
2 NO+, O+

2 NO+, O+
2 , O+ O+, He+, H+

Cause of ionization Lyman α Lyman β UV UV

Table 1.1: The ionospheric layers adapted from [1].
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Figure 1.2: The layers of Earth atmosphere.
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Figure 1.3: Relative distribution of the main components of the atmosphere, for
more detailed description see [1],[2].
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1.1.3 Geographical Distribution of the Aurora

Aurorae are seen most frequently in two rings or zones around the two magnetic
poles of the Earth, between magnetic latitudes of 65− 70◦. The latitude of the
auroral zones is affected by the disturbance of the geomagnetic field, causing
the zone either to expand down to lower or contract to higher latitudes. At high
levels of geomagnetic activity aurorae are observerd at moderate latitudes. The
occurrence of visible aurorae is low at the geomagnetic poles, although a special
category known as polar-glow aurora is occasionally seen there caused by large
solar flares.

1.1.4 Auroral Morphology

Auroral morphology has been classified to a number of different types, the most
common being arcs, bands, diffuse patches and rays. Figure 1.4 illustrates some
of the auroral types. The arc is the basic element in the auroral structure,
extending tens to hundreds km in the east-west direction, and being just a few
km or thinner in the north-south direction. Precipitating electrons are guided
along the geomagnetic field, causing the aurora to extend along the field lines.
It is therefore often that aurora appear as curtains. Arcs can have additional
structure to them, such as multiple layers, folds and curls as seen in Figure 1.4.
Despite the years of research, the theoretical understanding of the observed
structure at small scales is far from complete.

1.2 Auroral Emissions

Auroral emissions originate from the ionospheric E and F layers as downward
accelerated electrons are stopped in the ionosphere. Low energy electrons with
energy below a few 100 eV interact with the ionosphere in the F-layer while
electrons with higher energies reach down to the E-layer. The low energy elec-
trons mostly interact with atomic oxygen which is dominant in the F-layer. In
the E-layer the emission are dominated by molecular excitation.

Major part of auroral light consist of emissions from neutral or ionized, O,
O2, N and N2. The green emission line (5577 Å) is the strongest emission in the
aurora. It was mystery where this line came from until McLennan and Schrum
identified it in 1925 as the metastable transition of atomic oxygen from the 1S
state to 1D state (see Figure 1.5). The metastable state has a lifetime of 0.74
s. The blue transition of N+

2 at (4278 Å) and (3914 Å) has a lifetime of only
10−7 s. The red transition line (6300 Å), caused by atomic oxygen, has a long
lifetime of 110 s. The excited atoms emitting the red line can move a significant
distance under their transition period, causing a visual blur effect.

The forbidden oxygen lines with their long lifetimes are prominent in the
upper atmosphere because of the low collision frequency found there. Below at
about 100 km, however, the green line is quenched by collisional de-excitation of
the 1S state. Auroral electrons range in energy between 1 keV and 10 keV. For
very low energies, < 1 keV, the red emissions above 200 km becomes prominent.
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Figure 1.4: Different auroral structures.
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Atomic oxygen O is dominating between 200 km to about 2000 km, see
Figure 1.3. This causes the emissions from O to be dominated by excitation by
low energy particles. High energy particles travel further down causing mostly
molecular O2 and N2 to be excited. The chemical reaction causing emissions
from O2 is:

O2 + e− → O+
2 (∗) + 2e− (1.1)

Where (∗) marks the ion in an excited state.
The brightest allowed lines of atomic oxygen are 7774 Å and 8446 Å. They

are primarily produced in electron collisions with O:

O + e− → O(∗) + 2e−, (1.2)

but also in dissociative ionization of O2:

O2 + e− → O+(∗) + 2e− (1.3)

Another very interesting emission line is the forbidden line, O+ at 7320 Å.
It is similar in nature to the auroral green line (see Figure 1.6) arising from a
transition between two metastable states of O+. Production rate of O+ assum-
ing a constant energy flow of 1 mW/m2 is illustrated in Figure 1.7. The highest
production rate is around 300 km altitudes and is produced by low energy elec-
trons. The radiative lifetime is 5s, so that ions can drift from their production
place. This opens an interesting possibility of directly observing ions drifts in
the ionosphere.
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Figure 1.7: Production rate of O+ assuming a constant energy flow of 1 mW/m2.

1.3 Plasma Drifts & Optical Flow

Plasma drifts on magnetohydrodynamical scale are due to the electric fields:

v =
E× B

B2
(1.4)

Apparent motions in the aurora are thought to be related to plasma drifts
in the acceleration region. Acceleration regions are regions of negative space
charge having converging electric fields around them. These regions often form
a U-potential as can be seen in Figure 1.2. This makes the aurora exhibit
counter streaming flows in different sides of the arcs (sheared flows). Whereas
the flows seen in prompt auroral emission are thought to represent motions in
the acceleration region, motions observed in the metastable ion line-images are
directly related to plasma drifts at the ionospheric altitude. Auroral arcs often
form folds and curls propagating along themselves. Arcs form these structures
because small-scale variations in flows may grow. The auroral curls have been
interpreted as a result of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of thin regions of
negative charge.

This section concentrates on the KH instability by deriving the instability
condition followed by a short discussion. The derivation of the Auroral KH
instability below is from the derivation given in [4]. One might ask why to
repeat the derivation when it can be found in other literature. The reason is
because it is not that easy to find the derivation of KH instability for aurora in
books these days. It is to often simply taken for granted.
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Figure 1.8: The left picture show Auroral KH instability and the right picture
illustrates the hydrodynamic KH instability in clouds. Left photo is from the
Odin camera. Right photo by Brooks Martner, NOAA Earth System Research
Laboratory, USA
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Figure 1.9: Plasma layer causing KH instability through shear E × B flow.
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In order to derive the Auroral KH instability one must first make some ap-
proximation. In the upper auroral ionosphere the plasma may be considered as
incompressible fluid this is due to the strong background magnetic field. Be-
cause the flow is caused by the electron charges and thus by a charge separation
field, the problem is reduced into a electrostatic problem which can be described
by Laplace equation, outside of the charge sheath.

∇2δΦ = 0 (1.5)

Where δΦ is the disturbance of the potential field; The total potential is
Φ = Φ0 + δΦ. This disturbance is caused by the narrow charge layer, which is
considered as a charge surface along z. When deriving the hydrodynamical KH
one assumes that a surface undulation exist, for this case this wave like motion
is carried out by the potential field, see [4] for more detailed description. The
undulation is modeled by,

δΦ = δΦ0 exp [±kx + i(ky − ωt)] (1.6)

The layer is assumed to be uniform along the field, i.e., along the z axis.
The equation states that the amplitude decays in x direction while the wave
propagate along the y-axis. The charged layer of auroral electrons is defined as
2d in thickness, along x-axis, see Figure 1.9. The solution of Laplace’s equation
in the regions 1, 2 and in the layer d, can be written as,





δΦ1(x, y)
δΦd(x, y)
δΦ2(x, y)



 =





Aekx

Bekx + Ce−kx

De−kx



 exp [i(ky − ωt)] (1.7)

The constants A, B, C, D must be determined from the boundary conditions
at x = ±d. The boundary condition is:

δEy = −
∂(δΦ)

∂y

and the Ex component is the surface charge. This component must be
determined from the continuity equation for the electrons under the condition
that the flow i caused by E × B motion. Since the flow was modeled as an
incompressible the continuity equation becomes:

∂δn

∂t
+ (vo·)∇δn = −(δv·)∇n0 (1.8)

From the equations above the perturbation of the electron density at the
boundaries may be formulated:

δn

n0

∣

∣

∣

∣

±d

=
δΦ(±d)

B0(ω/k ∓ v0)

∂ ln n0

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

±d

(1.9)
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The derivative of lnn0 at the boundaries is discontinuous:

∂ ln n0

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

±d

= δ(x + d) − δ(x − d) (1.10)

The equation above may be used to simplify Eq.1.8. By multiplying Eq. 1.8
with elementary charge q it is possible to obtain the surface charge ρs:

ρs(±d) = ±q
n0

B0

δΦ

ω/k − v0
(1.11)

By noting that we had a continuity of δEy component yields:

A = B exp(2kd) + C (1.12)

D = B + C exp(2kd) (1.13)

The discontinuity of the Ex component gives:

A + B exp(2kd) − C =
ρs(+d)

ǫ0
(1.14)

−D − B + C exp(2kd) =
ρs(−d)

ǫ0
(1.15)

Solving the algebraic system above and using the expressions for the surface
charge densities; a dispersion relation is found:

ω2 =
ω4

pe

4ω2
ge

[

(

1 −
2ωgekv2

0

ω2
pe

)2

− exp(−4kd)

]

(1.16)

This is the dispersion relation which describes the evolution of Kelvin-
Helmholtz waves. The requirement for instability is that the exponential term
in Eq. 1.16 is larger than the first term on the right-hand side. This yields an
implicit equation for the unstable wave numbers:

kd < ln

(

1 −
2ωgekv0

ω2
pe

)−1/2

(1.17)

There are some difficulties with this model, since it assumes an infinite charge
sheet, not accounting for the bottom of the acceleration region, or the effects
of conductive ionosphere. To verify this model estimation of the optical flow
must be used but it is not always straightforward to characterize the motions
in auroral displays (see Chapter 4). Work done by Vogt et al, [5] using rather
simplified technique to estimate the flow, found that there was a difference
of a factor two in the vorticity between measured and estimated values. The
estimated values were taken from Hallinan et al, [6] which used the model derived
above. They related the discrepancy to the effects of the acceleration region The
coupling to the ionosphere and the magnetosphere was addressed, by [7].

Studies of auroral flow may become very important to increase understand-
ing of the acceleration mechanics and give insight to plasma processes in the
magnetosphere. It is therefore crucial to have a reliable tool for deriving the
flow from auroral image sequences.
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Chapter 2

ASK Instrument

The ASK (Auroral Structure and Kinetics) is a multispectral imaging instru-
ment for studies of auroral small-scale structure. In its current setup ASK takes
auroral images in three spectral lines. These are the O line (7774 Å), O+

2 band
(5620 Å) and the forbidden O+ line at 7320 Å. This is meant to allow to simul-
taneously characterize high and low energy parts of electron precipitation, and
derive plasma drifts in the ionosphere. There are also two photometers with
narrow passband filters at 8446 Å (another O line), and 4709 Å (N+

2 bands).

2.1 Mechanics

The mechanics of the ASK instrument was built by a team lead by Mark Bamp-
ton in the workshop at the University of Southampton. A view of the assembled
instrument is shown in Figure 2.1.

The mechanical part of ASK consists of the ”bucket” containing the cameras
and photometers (Figure 2.2) and the ”computer box” (Figure 2.3) housing the
computers controlling the cameras and photometers. An overview of electrical
connections is presented in Figure 2.4. Inside the bucket, the optical instrument
are mounted on the optical table. The optical table is pivoted on a fork-shaped
support frame, allowing it to be tilted from vertical by a elevation screw. The
support frame is rested on a horizontal ring on top of the computer box, allowing
it to be rotated around the vertical axis. The whole assembly of the optical
instrument can thus be pointed in a given direction of the sky. For routine
operations the instrument is pointing along the geomagnetic field line. This is
the best viewing geometry for resolving of the small-scale structures transverse
to the magnetic field. A big effort has been made to make the bucket and
the computer box as weather proof as possible. Therefore two thermostatically
controlled heaters and two fans have been mounted inside the bucket. Their task
is to maintain the temperature around 20◦C. There is also a cooler mounted on
the computer box that would start if it gets to warm.

The ASK instrument was deployed on Svalbard in November 2005. The
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Figure 2.1: ASK mounted.

location is favorable for two reasons. First, lying at 78◦N it is above the polar
circle, so that in the winter the Sun is below the horizon, allowing round the clock
observations. Second, ASK is mounted at the EISCAT Svalbard Radar (ESR)
site. The ESR is a powerful tool for auroral studies providing measurements
of altitude profiles of plasma density and temperature in the ionosphere. Joint
observations with the radar have been carried out in December 2005 to February
2006. The design of ASK is flexible, allowing a relocation to a different observing
site. The only connections outside the instrument are the power and network
cables.
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Figure 2.2: Inside ASK.
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Figure 2.3: Computer box in detail.
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Figure 2.4: Overview of the ASK electric connections and cables.
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2.2 Detectors

The cameras used in ASK are iXon DV887 back illuminated EMCCD from AN-
DOR. A schematic view of a back illuminated CCD sensor is shown in Figure 2.5.
The iXon has single photon detection capability without an image intensifier.
These cameras are, as of writing, state of the art. The maximum frame rate is
32 frames per second when taking full resolution images; however when running
ASK the maximum frame rate is about 25 frames per second due to limitations
of the CPU. The software running ASK does more things than just spool images
down to disk. The images have a default resolution of 512× 512 pixels with 14
bit depth. The resolution can be lowered by pixel binning in order to gain more
frames per second.

The Electron Multiplying CCDs used in the Andor camera use a special
shift register which is called a gain register. This register has been inserted
between the usual register, used in regular CCD, and the output amplifier. In
this register electrons are accelerated down to the bottom of a potential well
under a voltage of 40V to 50V . The electrons slam the bottom of the well and
cause an impact ionization1 to occur. The original electron has been exchanged
to a great number of new electrons from the ionization achieving a substantial
signal gain. For more detailed description see [8].

The readout noise of a EMCCD can generally be ignored. To explain this,
one must first understand the origins of CCD noise. The process of the transfer
from the pixel to the amplifier works extremely well in CCDs. The only signif-
icant source of noise is the electronics noise of the output amplifier itself. This
readout noise will increase with readout frequency, but it is independent of the
signal level.

Inserting the electron amplification before the amplifier, as is done in EM-
CCD, the signal may be increased above the readout noise. A gain level of the
electron amplification, equal to the readout noise should reduce the effective
noise to one electron. With higher gains the effective noise is reduced to sub 1
electron values. This mean that in any practical purpose the readout noise may
be ignored. It is important to mention that this performance can be achieved
at any speed.

The EMCCD camera has a very good Quantum Efficiency2 (QE) which is
shown in Figure 2.6. It is important to note that the EMCCD gain changes
with temperature. This is shown in Figure 2.7. The iXon cameras can be
cooled down to −50◦C. Cooling down the cameras also reduces the dark signal.

1Impact ionization is the acceleration of a conduction band electron in an electric field
within the crystalline silicon.

2Quantum efficiency is the measure of the effectiveness of an imager to produce electronic
charge from incident photons. Quantum Efficiency of a sensor describes its response to differ-
ent wavelength of light.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of a backilluminated CCD sensor.
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2.3 Optics

The iXon cameras were fitted with Kowa lenses, having focal length of 75mm
and aperture of f/1. With the chip size in the Andor camera of 8.2 × 8.2mm
this gives a square field of view of 6.1×6.1 degrees corresponding to 10×10 km
at 100 km altitudes. For studies of smallest scales in the aurora, focal length
converters (telescopes) can be placed in front of the lenses see Figure 2.8. Lenses
for the telescopes are custom manufactured by the Telescope Engineering Com-
pany, USA after a design by Yu. Ivanov of the Main Astronomical Observatory,
Ukraine. The mechanics of the telescopes is built in the workshop at the Uni-
versity of Southampton. When mounted they have an angular magnification of
2x, reducing the f.o.v. to 3.05 degrees. Three different filters are being used on
ASK the transmission curves are displayed in Figure 2.9-2.11.
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Figure 2.8: Closeup on the telecsope.
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Figure 2.9: Filter nr 1, 5620 Å.
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Figure 2.10: Filter nr 2, 7320 Å.
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2.4 Data taking Strategy

To achieve synchronization of the data from the cameras and photometers, sam-
pling trigger pulses are generated from a common clock signal. Sampling rates
may differ between the detectors, however it is always an integer number of
samples per second.

It is also very important to take dark images, images exposed with the
shutter closed, during some interval. These dark images are used to remove
background signal from data taken with the shutter open. Due to limitations
of the Andor camera, the camera must be in idle mode when opening or closing
the shutter. This limitation lead to a strategy where different sequences, called
regular acquisition and dark acquisition, of images were taken followed by a
short stop of acquisition letting the shutter toggle (see Figure 2.12).

The start of each sequence is synchronized to the 1pps signal from a GPS
receiver. The number of the common clock pulses per GPS second is recorded
to monitor the accuracy of the timing within each sequence.

Running at sampling rates of multiple frames per second, ASK acquires
large volumes of data. To cope with this, some data processing is done in real
time. The data are acquired in blocks (the block covering an integer number of
seconds). Images within each block are averaged together and analyzed to decide
whether the high time resolution images should be saved (This feature is not
yet fully implemented). The idea is to access the seeing conditions (visibility)
by comparing the observed intensities of the stars, in the image with predicted
ones. Also a simple measure of structure in the image can be used to detect
aurora automatically. At the moment both the high resolution images and the
mean images are saved. Mean images are used to produce keograms which are
a useful representation of the image sequence (see more in Chapter 3).

There is also a near real time web based interface with current mean images,
and overview of data through keograms. It is also possible to monitor the health
of the ASK instrument through this web interface.

2.5 Hardware

The computers used in ASK are from Fujitsu-Siemens and the operating sys-
tem run on them is Suse Linux 9.2. The computer names are ask1-ask3 and
askmaster. The askmaster machine is a HP Proliant machine. Each ask com-
puter has one control board for respective camera. There is also two NI (national
instrument) PCI-6220 boards mounted in ask3. The data is acquired to local
disks first and is archived to LTO-2 tapes with the capacity of 200 GB.

2.6 Software

The software part of the ASK system consists of two daemons and some scripts
running on the ASK computers. Figure 2.13 is a schematic overview of the
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Figure 2.12: Timing diagram.

software used in ASK. A summary of the most important daemons is shown in
Table 2.1.
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Ask1 Ask2 Ask3

Askmaster

askd -a 2 -f /ask/etc/ASKCONFIG
ntpd

askd -a 3 -f /ask/etc/ASKCONFIG
ntpd

askd -a 1 -f /ask/etc/ASKCONFIG
nid -f /ask/etc/ASKCONFIG
nid-Dev2 --slave -f /ask/etc/ASKCONFIG
gpsd -n /dev/ttyS0
ntpd

/ask/bin/get_ask_status (script)
/ask/bin/get_nid_status (script)
/ask/bin/start_ask_daemons (script)
/ask/bin/stop_ask_daemons (script)
/ask/bin/start_ni_daemons (script)
/ask/bin/stop_ni_daemons (script)
/ask/bin/get_time (script)
/ask/bin/sync_time (script)
/ask/bin/create_tape_dir (script)

/ask/bin/run_ask (script)
/ask/bin/update (script)
/ask/bin/update_img (script)
/ask/bin/make_kerograms (script)
/ask/bin/convert-x64 
/ask/bin/convert3ch
ntpd

Maintenance programs

Figure 2.13: ASK system from computer perspective
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Software Main task Communicates with Other features
nid Provides sampling clock

triggering to cameras
and photometers. It also
collects data from pho-
tometers and keeps track
of the clock accuracy,
and reads temperatures.

GPS and National In-
strument DAQ card.

fully configurable

askd Operates the camera sys-
tem and stores collected
images.

iXon cameras. Has a built in function
for prediction of various
celestial objects in pic-
ture. Possible to run in
real time visual mode

ntpd Network time protocol
daemon

Gets time from gpsd. -

gpsd Get time from GPS
satellites

ntpd -

Table 2.1: Daemon operating in ASK system.

2.6.1 The Ask Daemon

Askds main purpose is to acquire images from the Andor camera, analyze the
images and take decision how to store the retrieved images. Ask is written in
C++ see Appendix A for a detailed documentation of askd. In Table 2.2 library
dependency for askd is illustrated.

Library Needed version Feature used
gd 2.0.28-2.4 Save images in png format
glib 2 2.6.3-4 Read configuration file and parsing command line options
starlib 1.0 get location of various stars, used by visibility module in askd
libpthread - threading

Table 2.2: Ask daemon library dependency

The structure of ask daemon is divided into three blocks, these are the core
block, Figure 2.15, the communication block, Figure 2.16 and finally the visual
block, Figure 2.17. Figure 2.14 illustrates how these block are fitted together.

Core Block

In the core block everything essential to askd takes place. It is here where the
image retrieval and processing occur. First it initializes the acquisition process
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Figure 2.14: Block overview of ask daemon
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by starting camera acquisition and setting a global status flag to ready. This sta-
tus flag is later read by the communication block, where it is passed to nid and
other status monitoring programs. The first image sequence is a dark sequence
as it is for nid. When acquisition is started and status flag is set; ask daemon
waits for images to arrive into the DMA buffer. Currently 100 MB is reserved
on each ask node for DMA memory. The amount of memory required for one
image is 1×512×512×2 bytes = 0.5MB which means that the ask nodes would
be able to store 200 images each in memory before readout would be necessary.
When images start to arrive into the memory ask daemon starts collecting them.
The number of images collected before changing sequence is calculated from pa-
rameters specified in the configuration file. These are tblocktime, megablock,
mblockdark and frequency. The number of images taken for each sequence is
given by the following.

Nblock = f × tblocktime (2.1)

Images taken =

{

Nblock × megablock, for regular acquisition
Nblock × mblockdark, for dark acquisition

(2.2)

where Nblock is the number of images in one block, megablock is the number
of blocks in a regular sequence, and mblockdark is the number of blocks in the
dark sequence.

The ask daemon has two nested loops for collecting images because of images
collected in the inner loop are merged together to a mean image in the outer
loop. The pseudo code below illustrates when running a regular acquisition.

for m<M_megablock

{

/** DATA RETRIEVAL LOOP */

while n<N_block

{

Acquire images and store them in a local matrix

where each row is an image.

}

/** DATA PROCESSING LOOP */

for n<N_block {

Save raw images.

}

Make mean images and save them,

also update keogram.

}

To speed up retrieval of the images the inner loop has been divided into two
parts, one where the images are being acquired and one where data processing
and storing procedures taking place. The difference between regular and dark
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acquisition is that when running in darkmode no keogram is created and the
mean images is not saved to disc. Pseudo code for darksequence is given below.

for m<M_megablock

{

/** DATA RETRIEVAL LOOP */

while n<N_block

{

Acquire images and store them in a local matrix

where each row is an image.

}

/** DATA PROCESSING LOOP */

for n<N_block {

Save raw images.

}

make mean images and save it in memory as a mean darkimage.

}

The mean images produced in dark acquisition are used for removing dark
signal produced by the camera in the mean images taken when running regular
acquisition.
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Figure 2.15: Detailed view of the core block
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Communication Block

The communication block of askd is an implementation of an asynchronous tcp
server that responds to various commands. The tcp server is used for letting
other programs know the status of askd i.e. if it is collecting images, processing
data or is cooling the camera. Table 2.3 lists the commands accepted by askd,
and Table 2.4 lists the return codes.

Got SIGIO or SIGURG signal. 
There is packets on socket.

Tcp server 
initialised

read message from socket.

message 
return ask status and close 

connection.

shutdown ask in a 
clean manner.

message: shutdown

message: getstatus

Figure 2.16: Detailed view of the tcp server block.

Ask have been written in such a way that it is easy to add more commands.
A command that would be good to have would be something like getdata. This
command would return the last retrieved image making it possible to stream
live data.
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Command Askd response
getstatus return 0,1 or 2 see Table 2.4
shutdown return 0 and exit itself.
help return ’The commands are: getstatus, shutdown and help’

Table 2.3: Commands accepted by askd

Status code Meaning
0 Acquiring image sequence or starting up camera
1 Ready for next image sequence
2 Processing data

Table 2.4: Status codes sent by askd

Visual Block

The last block of askd is the visual block, Figure 2.17. This block is not nor-
mally used when running routine operations, but is very useful at the setup
stage of ASK. The ask daemon may be run in visual mode by specifying -d on
the command line. This block opens an X-window and displays real time images
retrieved by the core block. The ask daemon makes this possible by spawning
a separate thread for the visual block. The image data is read from a global
variable shared by the threads. The visual block not only displays the retrieved
image; it also calculates and displays a virtual star map generated from a star-
library (see below). This is the default visual mode and is used for aligning the
ASK system. By having the star map in the image the time for the pointing
and alignment process is reduced. There is also another visual mode where the
star map is not generated; instead a crosshair is displayed. This mode can be
used when focusing the camera.
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Figure 2.17: Detailed view of the x-display block.
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2.6.2 Configuring ASK

Every ask daemon needs a configuration file. The configuration of ASK is sim-
plified by letting all programs and daemons parse the same file. This file is
central to all programs in the ASK system and is usually stored in /ask/etc/

on the askmaster machine. It is then exported to the others machines through
NFS. Below is a sample of how a configuration file might look like, in this case
the file is /ask/etc/ASKCONFIG-20051211.

1 # Main configuraion file for the ASK system

2 # This file is parsed by two daemons namely nid and

3 # ask daemon. The specific configuraion for respective daemon

4 # is found under the corresponding headings below.

5 # Note that configuraion is quite sensitive to capital letters and

6 # syntax in general.

7

8 [Nid]

9 logfile=/tmp/nid.log

10 counter_out_file=/store2/logfiles/nidcount.log

11 #photometer_out_file=/store2//nidphot.log #deprecated

12 #out_directory=/store0/photometer #deprecated

13 tempfile=/tmp/temp.log

14 out_dir_slave=/store0

15 out_dir_master=/store2

16 # If you are running both nid and nid --slave on the same machine you

17 # must specify which device the master daemon should use and the slave should use.

18 # the lines below dedicates Dev1 to master daemon and Dev2 to slave daemon.

19 [Master] #not yet implemented

20 device=Dev1 #not yet implemented

21 [Slave] #not yet implemented

22 device=Dev2 #not yet implemented

23

24

25

26 [Askd]

27 logfile="/tmp/askd.log"

28 temperaturefile=/tmp/asktemp.log

29 saofile=/ask/lib/SAOJ2000

30 andorpath=/home/joh/askd.0.5.9/src/andor/common

31 min_visibility=0

32 min_event=0

33

34 # longitude and latitude must be given multiplied with 1000 in

35 # this config file, because the program can only read integers from

36 # config file.

37 longitude=78153

38 latitude=16029
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39 # cnv must be given by integer in this config file,

40 # therefore the cnv numbers are multiplied 1000000.

41 # Askd will divide the numbers below by 1000000.

42 # cnv=127000;127000;606300;430231;001200;-3038000;3150000;1428000

43 # cnv=0.127,0.127,0.6063,0.430231,0.0012,-3.038,3.15,1.428

44 cnv=256000;256000;212285;1948;10002;000000;3178240;1424190

45 temp=-49

46 amplification=255

47

48 [Generic]

49 compath=/store1 #deprecated

50 number_of_ask_cameras = 3

51 tempfile=/tmp/asktemp.log #deprecated see temperaturefile above

52 tblocktime = 2;

53 megablock = 600

54 mblockdark = 10

55 frequency=4;4;4;5;5

56 nidmaster=192.168.0.4 #deprecated

57 ipaddress_of_ask_cameras=192.168.0.2;192.168.0.3;192.168.0.4

The configuration file consists of three blocks, [Ask], [Nid] and [Generic]. In each
block there are daemon specific options except for those that lies in [Generic].
Options that are used both for nid and askd fall in under the [Generic] block.
The configuration file has been modified during the development process which
is why the configuration file has both deprecated options and options that are
not yet parsed by the daemons. The important parts of the config file will be
explained.

On line 9 and 10 under the [Nid] block, are some very important configura-
tion options. The first options specifies the location of the log file for nid. The
second specifies where the count file should be stored. The count file contains
the counter data produced by nid. The count file is only produced when nid
runs in master mode. Line 13 defines where temperature data goes. This is only
used when nid runs in slave mode. In slave mode nid reads four temperature
sensors. Line 14 and 15 configures the output directory when run in master or
slave mode. If nid is to be run both in master and in slave mode on the same
computer one must run two different compiled versions of nid called called nid
and nid-Dev2. This applies to 0.3.5 and earlier version of nid.

On line 26 the configuration specific to askd begins. The first four lines is
used by the daemon specifying where to store temperature reading from the
camera and also where to locate and load camera specific libraries. On line
31 and 32 it is possible to configure the visibility and event threshold of the
ask daemon. The visibility threshold determines when the camera should stop
saving high time resolution images due to cloudiness. The event factor controls
how sensitive the ask daemon should be to motion in the images. The cnv is
given on line 44. The cnv contains information needed to generate a correct
starmap.
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Line 45 tells which temperature should be set on the camera also line 46
defines the amplification, or more precise the electron multiplication gain that
should be used by the camera. The value ranges between 0–255. The amplifi-
cation is not linear but it depends on the cooling temperature of the EMCCD
as can be seen in Figure. 2.7 Further down in the configuration file there is
the [Generic] block. Beneath this block lies the most crucial configuration para-
meters for the ASK system. On line 50 are, number_of_ask_cameras defined.
This option must be set so that it reflects the total amount of cameras used
in the ASK system. In default configuration this should be set to 3 though it
may be lowered for running with only one or two cameras. Both ask daemon
and ni daemon use this number so they know how many daemons they should
communicate with. The options on line 52 to 54 specifies how the camera se-
quence should be organized. The ask daemon always acquire a dark sequence
of images. The darkimage sequence is used for removing camera noise in the
regular image sequence. The option tblocktime specifies the time that control
how many images that should be combined into mean images. The number of
images in the mean images is given by Nblock = f × tblocktime, see Eq. 2.1. Fi-
nally on line 55 the frequency (frames per second) for each camera is specified;
beginning with ask1 to ask3. The last two frequencies is for the photometers.
Line 57 configures the ip address for each ask daemon beginning with ask1.

2.6.3 Source & Installation

The ask daemon has been developed with standard gnu tools making it easy
to move from various unix platforms. To compile the ask daemon the libraries
given in Table 2.5 must be available.

Library Needed version Feature used
gd 2.0.28-2.4 Save images in png format
glib 2 2.6.3-4 Read configuration file and parsing command line options
starlib 1.0 Gets location of stars, used by visibility module in askd
libpthread - Threading

Table 2.5: Ask daemon library dependency

To compile and install the source type the following.

ask:/ # cd /ask/src/askd.0.6.1

ask:/ask/src/askd.0.6.1 # ./configure

ask:/ask/src/askd.0.6.1 # make

Typing make install is ambiguous since askd must be copied to the same
directory where the data should be.
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2.6.4 The Ni Daemon

NI daemon can be seen as the conductor of the ASK instrument. It controls the
NI boards and has the overall responsibility to check whether the ask daemons
run properly and to start each sequence of images properly. Because there are
two NI boards, with two counters each (while the total amount of four is needed
for ASK) nid consists of two blocks. They are the master block and the slave
block. The name of the blocks reveals that nid may be executed either in slave
mode or in master mode. The modes may be run on different or on the same
computer depending on the location of the NI boards. Table 2.6 illustrates the
differences between the modes and in Figure 2.18 an overview of nid is displayed.
The ni daemon have been written in C, documentation of the code is given in
Appendix B.

Mode Specific task
Master Check status of each askd between image sequence.

Generate external trigpulses.
Sync startup of all sequences with 1pps from GPS.
Count pulses from (internal) clock.

Slave Count pulses from photometer.
Count temperature from the three sensors and the sensor on the cooled photometer.

Table 2.6: Difference between master and slave mode of nid.
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Figure 2.18: Overview of ni daemon.
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Master Block

The master block of nid is the heart for the whole ask instrument. In this
block communication with the ask daemons take place, also keeping track of
time and and pulses sent to the photometers and the cameras. Figure 2.19
displays the program flow of nid in master mode. First nid checks if all the
ask daemon are alive on ask{1,2,3} and ready for starting a sequence. This is
done by connecting to each ask computer on port 6677 and sending a textstring
getstatus. This can also be done on the command line for example by,

echo -n "getstatus" | netcat -w 2 ask3 6677

Each ask daemon then returns their status. If every ask daemon is ready for
acquisition then nid starts sending pulses to the cameras, beginning with a dark
sequence of pulses. It then toggles between dark sequence and regular sequence
until the program is killed or if it receives signal 15.

Slave Block

When nid is running in slave mode no signals are being sent. It is then configured
to receive two digital signals and four analog signals which corresponds to the
two photometers and the temperature sensors. Figure 2.20 illustrates in more
detail the slave block.
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Figure 2.19: Detailed view of nid master block.
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2.6.5 Stargenerator Library

The stargenerator library is written mainly for the ask daemon. This library
retrieves a simulated star map or positions of the stars from azimuth, elevation
of the look direction, latitude and longitude of the observation point, and time.
The simulated positions of the stars in the image are used in the visual mode
and (in the future) to access the viewing conditions (visibility).

The stargenerator is rather complex and describing it in detail is outside the
scope of this thesis. The library is written in C and has been documented in
detail using doxygen see Appendix C. Instead a short summary of the underlying
spherical astronomy is given below for further reading see [9].

Celestial Coordinates

In order to calculate the position of various celestial objects one must first in-
troduce a suitable coordinate system. On earth we may describe the position of
places in terms of longitude and latitude. We cannot use longitude and latitude
when describing the positions in the sky because of the movement of the earth
around itself and its rotation around the sun. There are three different coordi-
nate systems now in use in astronomy. They include the equatorial system, the
ecliptic system and the galactic system. In this thesis we will concentrate on
the equatorial system. The equatorial system defines the universe as the surface
on a sphere with infinite radius, with earth in the center. This sphere is called
celestial sphere. The direction of a star may be considered as the coordinates
of the point on the celestial sphere. In the geographical coordinate system the
latitude of a point is its distance in degrees north or south of the equator.
The longitude of a point is measured in degrees east or west, along the equa-
tor, to the meridian containing the point. A meridian is a half circle joining
the poles. The zero angle meridian or reference meridian passes through the
Royal Greenwich Observatory in England, by definition. The equatorial system
uses a corresponding definition of longitude and latitude on the celestial sphere.
The corresponding longitude is called right ascension, α and the latitude is
declination, δ.

The equatorial system is illustrated in Figure. 2.21. Declination is measured
from 0◦ to 90◦ north or south of the celestial equator. Right ascension on the
other hand is measured in hours, from 0hrs to 24hrs around the celestial equator.
In the same way that Greenwich defines the prime meridian on Earth, there is a
zero of right ascension. It is defined by the position where the Sun’s path along
the celestial sphere, also called ecliptic, intersects the celestial equator. This
point is called vernal equinox.

Spherical Trigonometry

Suppose an observer is located in latitude φ on earth and that him or her observe
a star at position X on the celestial sphere. Then there is an angular difference
between the observers meridian and the meridian on the celestial sphere. This
angular difference is called hour angle.
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Figure 2.21: The equatorial system

Let the earth and the celestial sphere be drawn as in Figure. 2.22. Let a
point g be the position where Greenwich is on earth and let a point l denote
the position some place warm and sunny on Earth.

We now observe that the angle between the meridians plq and pgq is the
longitude of l. If X is a position of a celestial object at a given moment, GP̂X
is the hour angle of X for an observer on the Greenwich meridian and LP̂X is
the hour angle for an observer at l. But GP̂X = LP̂X + gp̂l. Therefore the
hour angle of X at Greenwich is,

H.A. of X at Greenwich = H.A. of X at l + longitude of l

The hour angle of the vernal equinox is called sidereal time. It is measured
in hours and has a period of 24 hrs. When the vernal equinox is on an observers
meridian the sidereal time is 0 hr. When 24 hrs of sidereal time has elapsed it is
called a sidereal day. We can obtain a similar expression for sidereal time as
the we did for hour angle since the only difference is that sidereal time is hour
angle for a fixed position on the celestial sphere.

Sidereal time at Greenwich = Sidereal time at l ± longitude of l (2.3)

Where the + sign being taken when l is west of Greenwich and the opposite
sign when east of Greenwich. The sidereal time at l is called local sidereal
time. Given the hour angle and local sidereal time it is possible to calculate
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Figure 2.22: Positions on Earth projected on the celestial sphere.

right ascension using simple formula below

α = L.S.T. ± longitude of l − H.A. (2.4)

Azimuth angle and Elevation/Altitude

The azimuthal and elevation angle are the coordinates of the observers local
horizontal system on earth. The azimuth is the angular distance measured along
the horizon, the elevation is the angular distance measured above the horizon.
In references the word altitude is often used instead of elevation. If we have the
observers latitude φ, the celestial objects zenith distance z = 90◦−altitude and
azimuth, then it’s possible to calculate the object’s declination by Eq. 2.5.

sin δ = sin φ cos z + cosφ sin z cosA (2.5)

where A is the azimuth. It’s also possible to calculate the hour angle by

cos z = sin φ sin δ + cosφ cos δ cosH.A.

Or more specific

cosH.A. = cos z secφ sec δ − tan φ tan δ (2.6)

cosH.A. = cos z secφ
1

cos δ
− tan φ

sin δ

cos δ
(2.7)
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The hour angle can also be obtained

S.T. = H.A. + α

S.T. = L.S.T ± longitude

Spherical Distances

Given two points on the surface of a unit sphere the distance between them can
be calculated with some simple trigonometry. The minimum distance between
two points is given by a circle segment on the sphere. In order to calculate the
distance we need to convert the position of the points from spherical to cartesian
coordinates. This is done by,

vi =





cos ri cos di

sin ri cos di

sin di



 (2.8)

Where ri is right ascension for the point and di is declination. We note that
by taking the dot product between the two points v1, v2 we get the angle.

cosα = v1 · v2 (2.9)

Also remember that the arc length is given by d = Rα, where R is radius,
without loss of generality we can set R = 1. The distance is the given by,

d = arccos{sin d1 sin d2 + cos d1 cos d2 cos(r1 − r2)} (2.10)
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Chapter 3

First Results

The ASK instrument produces large volumes of data which creates some de-
mands of presenting it in a effective way. The presentation needs to be easy
understandable and give a good overview, therefore keograms are being used
because they provide a neat representation of data history over time.

A keogram is built by cutting out a narrow slot in each image acquired over
time. The slot cut out is the same for each image. By ordering these slots
next to each other (from left to the right) they build up a new image which is
called a keogram. An example of keogram is shown in Figure 3.1. Keograms are
useful for identifying clear sky periods the stars are seen when drifting across
the chosen slot. The keogram in Figure 3.1 has a bright star in the upper left
corner.

Auroral activity are often seen as fast varying brightness, with tilts from the
vertical. The tilts indicate motions along the slot. Cloudy conditions are seen
as periods without stars, and very little structure along the time slot.

An example of ASK keograms is given in Figure 3.2 showing keograms for
each channel for a 6 hour period on Dec.5, 2005. There is a cloudy period after
05 UT, preceeded by clear skies, and auroral activity around 2.30 UT. ASK was
stopped at 04:00 and restarted about 15 minutes later.

Selected mean images of auroral activity are displayed in Figure 3.3 and in
Figure 3.4. Note that channel three is rotated 180◦. This is because the camera
for channel three is mounted on the backside of the optical table. Channel one
was not recording during this event.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view on the creation of keograms.
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Figure 3.2: Keograms produced by ASK.
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Ch 2 Ch 3

Figure 3.3: Selected images for channel two and three from 2006-01-23 09:37:36
showing aurora. The files are (counting from the top) mean-03001.dat and
mean-04461.dat for each channel.
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Ch 2 Ch 3

Figure 3.4: Continued example of images for channel two and three from 2006-
01-23 09:37:36 showing aurora. The files are (counting from the top) mean-
05471.dat and mean-05401.dat for each channel.
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Chapter 4

Optical Flow

As discussed in Section 1.3, there are many questions related to apparent flows
in aurora, among others the vorticity from KH instability. In image analysis the
concept of optical flow is well-established, and has numerous applications e.g.
computer vision. Optical flow analysis of auroral images may therefore become
a very important tool in auroral studies.

There are many different methods of calculating optical flow. Some of them
are optimized for speed and some of them is optimized for accuracy. Table 4.1
lists some of the techniques available. The method used in this thesis is a robust
version of Horn and Schunks [10] estimation developed by Michael J. Black and
P. Anandan, [14].

In this thesis, a method for calculating OF is applied to some sequences of
the auroral images taken by the Odin camera to directly follow up the work by
Blix et al, [15]. The Odin imager acquires images at 25 frames per second and
the field of view is 14.35× 10.92 degrees. It has a 50 mm lens with an aperture
of f/0.95. The camera is operated either without filter or with a long pass red
filter cutting out the 6300 Å long-lived emission. For more information on Odin
see [16].

The intention in the future is to perform OF estimation on ASK data from
the metastable O+ channel specifically in order to derive plasma flows in the
ionosphere. A formulation alternative to traditional OF models is developed
here, which is specific for this problem.

4.1 General Formulation

All available OF algorithms postulates that variation of light in a image is
a result of moving objects. This is called the standard data conservation
constraint1 and is formulated by Eq 4.1.

1I the paper [10] the brightness in the image is denoted by E and not by I, both notations
are used in litterature.
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Technique Average error Standard deviation Density (%)
Anandan 15.84◦ 13.46◦ 100
Black and Anandan (Robust) 4.46◦ 4.21◦ 100
Farnebäck (affine) 4.84◦ 10.15◦ 100
Fleet and Jepson 4.29◦ 11.24◦ 34.1
Heeger 10.51◦ 12.11◦ 15.2
Horn and Schunk ( original ) 32.43◦ 30.28◦ 100
Liu et al. 7.52◦ 13.72◦ 100
Lucas and Kanade 4.10◦ 9.58◦ 35.1
Nagel 11.71◦ 10.59◦ 100
Singh 13.16◦ 12.07◦ 100
Uras et al. 10.44◦ 15.00◦ 100
Weber and Malik 3.42◦ 5.35◦ 45.2

Table 4.1: Comparison of various optical flow algorithms adapted from [10],
[11] and [12], [13]. A standard test sequence of images have been used on the
techniques listed. A more detailed description may be found in [13]. Column
one and two shows the angular error from the correct velocity, vc and the
estimated velocity, ve by the formula ΦE = arccos(vc · ve) which is a standard
way of measuring the offset from the correct and estimated velocities. Column
three shows a percentage value which illustrates the relation between estimated
velocities and pixels for example if a method have 100% density then the method
is capable of estimate a velocity in each pixel.
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DI(x(t), t)

Dt
= ∇I · u +

∂I

∂t
= Ixu + Iyv + It = 0 (4.1)

Where v = [u, v] is the wanted velocities vector and I is the intensity. This
assumption is violated when a region contains transparency, specular reflections
and shadows. This is especially violated for auroral images since the aurora may
change in intensity without moving in the scene. Usually a second constraint
is used called the standard spatial coherence constraint. This constraint
assumes the flow is smooth within a local neighborhood and that it is only af-
fected by a single motion. Optical flow is however only piecewise smooth and
may contain more than one motion in a local neighborhood. Also disconti-
nuities in the flow field may exist at boundaries of moving objects. Deciding
the size of local neighborhood in the scene has shown to be the most difficult
part. This is because the data conservation constraint improves with a larger
neighborhood while the spatial coherence constraint gets better with a smaller
neighborhood. This competition of the size of local neighborhood is called the
general aperture problem. The formulation of spatial coherence is often
done by a first-order membrane model,

Es(u, v) = u2
x + u2

y + v2
x + v2

y (4.2)

Together with data conservation constraint we wish to minimize the following
error function.

E(v) =
∑

R

(Ixu + Iyv + It)
2 + λEs(v) (4.3)

Black and Anandan, [14] use robust statistics to minimize this error function
and to extract the velocity components.

Recently [15] investigated the possibility of using the above OF technique
in order to estimate optical flow in auroral images. Their conclusion was that
in general robust estimation is a fairly good to calculate translations but not as
good when dealing with rotations.

4.2 Result from Robust Estimation

Robust estimation method have been used on auroral images taken by the Odin
camera. In this section some of the results are discussed. The result obtained
are a vector field map with the estimated optical flow and two binary maps
(either 0 or 255). The binary maps shows where the constraints were broken. If
the spatial coherence constraint is broken we know that there are more than one
velocity in that region. If the data conservation constraint is broken we know
that the intensity is not conserved. An illustrative result is shown in Figure 4.2.

In the upper left image in Figure 4.2 is the auroral image used. The upper
right image shows the estimated optical flow. The lower images are the binary
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maps for (from left) the spatial coherence and the data conservation constraint.
In Figure 4.2 an event with a curl like structure is shown. The curls is moving
downwards while rotating counter clockwise. The calculated optical flow are
having trouble estimating this curl. Most of the arrows are pointing to the
left not detecting the downward movement. In the lower border of the image
arrows are pointing from each other which is totally wrong. They should be
pointing up with a small component to the left. This error comes from the
data conservation model which is most sensitive to velocities along the intensity
gradient. This explains why the arrows are pointing in opposite directions, they
are in fact pointing along the strongest intensity gradient. The spatial coherence
constraint is also broken in many places, telling us that there are more velocities
in those areas.

Figure 4.1: Optical flow analysis of image showing a curl like structure. Binary
maps of the two constraints are also displayed.

Figure 4.2 shows an example of shear flow. Here the left arc is moving up in
the image while the right arc is moving downwards. The problem of estimating
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motion perpendicular to the intensity is even clearer in this example. There is
a long narrow line in the middle of images with arrows following the line. These
arrows are pointing in opposite directions. The data conservation constraint are
clearly broken in the upper border between the right arc and the background.
These results clearly shows that the robust estimation with the standard data
conservation constraint is very sensitive to strong gradients. It is common to
use a gaussian kernel for preconditioning the image sequence, before the optical
flow estimation is run, to flatten out the gradients. This has not been done in
the examples above. Instead of preconditioning a data conservation model that
takes care of motion perpendicular to the intensity gradient would be better.

Figure 4.2: Optical flow analysis of image showing a shear flow. Binary maps
of the two constraints are also displayed.
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4.3 Formulation of Models for Metastable Ions

For metastable ions a physical model of brightness variation can be used, based
on the fact that we know the production rate and also the radiation rate. With
this knowledge it is possible to formulate an equation instead of the standard
data conservation equation:

Ixu + Iyv + It = −
1

τ
I + S (4.4)

Where I is the intensity in the metastable channel and u and v are the
wanted velocities. The radiative lifetime is given by τ and is a known quantity,
for O+ (7320 Å) τ = 5s. We can characterize the source term from the O
emission at 7774 Å if the contribution from the dissociative excitation (Eq 1.3)
is subtracted:

S ≈ αI7774 − βIO+

2

(4.5)

This model may be used in optical flow estimation techniques to extract
accurate OF of images taken in the metastable ion line by ASK. It would be
especially interesting to implement this model with the OF technique found in
[17]2. An implementation is however out of the scope of this thesis.

For metastable ions, u and v are the components of the E×B plasma drift:

u =

(

E× B

|B|2

)

x

(4.6)

v =

(

E× B

|B|2

)

y

(4.7)

If we add a constraint that B = Bez and using the fact that E = −∇Φ. We
can rewrite the above equations:

u =

(

∇Φ × ez

|B|

)

x

= −
1

|B|

∂Φ

∂y
(4.8)

v =

(

∇Φ × ez

|B|

)

y

=
1

|B|

∂Φ

∂x
(4.9)

If we use this relation in Eq.4.10 we have:

−
1

|B|

∂I

∂x

∂Φ

∂y
+

1

|B|

∂I

∂y

∂Φ

∂x
+

∂I

∂t
= 0 (4.10)

Which can be rewritten:

A(x, y)Φy + B(x, y)Φx = C(x, y) (4.11)

2The authors of [17] derives a framework for computing optical flow with brightness vari-
ations in physical models.
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Where A, B and C contains derivatives of I.

A = −Ix(x, y) (4.12)

B = Iy(x, y) (4.13)

C = |B|It(x, y) (4.14)

This is a first order non-separable PDE with non-constant coefficients. These
equations can be solved analytically by using the method of characteristics how-
ever an explicit expression of the coefficients are needed. In our case the coeffi-
cients are implicit functions of x, y therefore a numerical approach is used.

First a finite grid is introduced, u(x, y, t) = ui,j,k. The indices i and j are
chosen so that they correspond to matrix notations for rows and columns, k
corresponds to stepping in time with a time step of the interval between the
images used.

The derivatives for I can be approximated in the same manner as in [10]
giving an estimate at the center of a cube formed by eight measurements. Each
of the estimates is the average of four differences taken over measurements in
the cube.

(Ix)i,j ≈
1

4
{Ii,j+1,k − Ii,j,k + Ii+1,j+1,k − Ii+1,j,k

+ Ii,j+1,k+1 − Ii,j,k+1 + Ii+1,j+1,k+1 − Ii+1,j,k+1}

(Iy)i,j ≈
1

4
{Ii+1,j,k − Ii,j,k + Ii+1,j+1,k − Ii,j+1,k

+ Ii+1,j,k+1 − Ii,j,k+1 + Ii+1,j+1,k+1 − Ii,j+1,k+1}

(It)i,j ≈
1

4
{Ii,j,k+1 − Ii,j,k + Ii+1,j,k+1 − Ii+1,j,k

+ Ii,j+1,k+1 − Ii,j+1,k + Ii+1,j+1,k+1 − Ii+1,j+1,k+1}

Expanding Eq.4.10 with the numerical estimates of Φ leads us to the follow-
ing difference equation:

−
(Ix)i,j

|B|h
(Φi+1,j − Φi,j) +

(Iy)i,j

|B|h
(Φi,j+1 − Φi,j) + (It)i,j = 0 (4.15)

In order to get a well posed problem the boundaries must be properly taken
care of. Some methods will be suggested below. The first proposed method
is to set the E-field to be in the normal direction to the arcs, see Figure 1.9
and Figure 4.3. By adding this restriction we can get two Neumann conditions
on each long side. Boundary condition for the two other sides would still be
needed. For these sides one can apply a couple different approximations. The
first method would be to use a periodic boundary condition. This may be
used when we have an aurora with the same characteristics in both end of our
interval. It may also be possible to use a Neumann condition for the short ends.
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Figure 4.3: Example on alignment of boundaries.

The major problem with using Neumann condition for the potential is that the
values of the electric field are set rather arbitrary. Therefore it may be better
to have BC requiring a smooth variation of E across the boundary. Which gives
the following constraint for Φ at the boundary:

∇ ·E = ∆Φ = 0

Further investigation is however needed.
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Chapter 5

Summary

During the time of the M.Sc. work, the ASK auroral imager was built, deployed
on Svalbard and returned first data. The author of this thesis had major re-
sponsibility for developing the data acquisition system ask daemon, ni daemon,
the stargenerator library and maintenance script for running ASK (together
more then 10000 lines of code were written). Optical flow estimation have been
tested on auroral images. OF models for metastable ions have been proposed.
Some early results are displayed with the intention of illustrating the potential
of ASK data.
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0.2 AskDaemon File Doumentation 9#de�ne RUN_TILL_ABORT 5De�nition at line 9 of �le askd.h.Referened by main().#de�ne TEMPERATURE -20$Id$ Askd header �le.De�nition at line 6 of �le askd.h.Referened by main(), and parseCon�gFile().#de�ne WARN_ERROR 2De�nition at line 12 of �le askd.h.Referened by GetTemp(), and main().0.2.1.2 Funtion Doumentationlong CameraSelet (int iNumArgs, har ∗ szArgList[ ℄)void exitClean (int ret)De�nition at line 802 of �le askd.pp.Referened by darkAqusition(), displayCrosshair(), displayStars(), main(), regularAqusition(),signalHandler(), and sigpro().int �ushRemainingData (void)De�nition at line 789 of �le askd.pp.Referenes data, and datasize.Referened by main().int sendMessage (int askNum)void sigpro (int)Handle SIGINT, SIGKILL and SIGTERM events.De�nition at line 1198 of �le askd.pp.Referenes exitClean().Referened by main().void∗ worker (void ∗ ptr)0.2.2 inlude/input.h File Referene#inlude <glib.h>Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:50:09 2006 for AskDaemon by Doxygen



0.2 AskDaemon File Doumentation 10Data Strutures� strut Swithes_Header �le for input..� strut Con�g_Typedefs� typedef Swithes_ SwithesHeader �le for input..� typedef Con�g_ Con�gFuntions� int parseCommandLine (Swithes ∗, GOptionContext ∗, int, har ∗∗)� int parseCon�gFile (ghar ∗, Swithes ∗, Con�g ∗)Parses on�guration �le.0.2.2.1 Typedef Doumentationtypedef strut Con�g_ Con�gReferened by parseCon�gFile().typedef strut Swithes_ SwithesHeader �le for input..Referened by parseCommandLine(), and parseCon�gFile().0.2.2.2 Funtion Doumentationint parseCommandLine (Swithes ∗ sw, GOptionContext ∗ tx, int arg, har ∗∗ argv)default settings De�nition at line 103 of �le input.pp.Referenes Swithes_::askNumber, Swithes_::alibration, tx, Swithes_::d, Swithes_::f,Swithes_::n, Swithes_::o, Swithes_::saling, Swithes, Swithes_::v, and Swithes_::x.Referened by main().int parseCon�gFile (ghar ∗ on�gFile, Swithes ∗ sw, Con�g ∗ fg)Parses on�guration �le.Parameters:on�gFile loation of on�guration �le if not spei�ed default is used.sw swith options passed to program at init.fg on�guration struture. Stores parsed value in it.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:50:09 2006 for AskDaemon by Doxygen



0.2 AskDaemon File Doumentation 11Returns:true if suessfully parsed the �le and stored variables.Todo: implement failheking.reading on�g options from �leSet default temperatureAmpli�ationMinimum visibillityMinimum EventGeneri options both used by askd and nidtbloktimeMegablokMegablok Dark Imagesnumber of ASK amerasFrequenyfree upp memoryEnd of parse on�g �le De�nition at line 180 of �le input.pp.Referenes Con�g_::ampl, Con�g_::andorpath, Con�g_::nv, Con�g_::nv_length, Con�g,DBUG, Con�g_::latitude, Con�g_::log_out, Con�g_::longitude, Con�g_::minVis, Con�g_-::sao�le, Swithes, Con�g_::temp, TEMPERATURE, and Con�g_::tempout.Referened by main().0.2.3 inlude/thread.h File Referene#inlude <pthread.h>Data Strutures� lass ThreadThread lass.0.2.4 sr/askd.pp File Referene#inlude <iostream.h>#inlude <fstream.h>#inlude <signal.h>#inlude <stdlib.h>#inlude <unistd.h>#inlude <fntl.h>Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:50:09 2006 for AskDaemon by Doxygen



0.2 AskDaemon File Doumentation 12#inlude <string.h>#inlude <pthread.h>#inlude <time.h>#inlude "andor/ommon/atmdLXd.h"#inlude "../inlude/thread.h"#inlude "../inlude/CImg.h"#inlude "../inlude/askd.h"#inlude "../inlude/starlib.h"#inlude "../inlude/om.h"#inlude "../inlude/input.h"#inlude <glib.h>#inlude <sys/stat.h>#inlude <sys/types.h>#inlude <stdio>#inlude <gd.h>#inlude <netinet/in.h>#inlude <arpa/inet.h>#inlude <sys/soket.h>Namespaes� namespae std� namespae img_libraryDe�nes� #de�ne IP "127.0.0.1"IP ADDRESS TO NID.� #de�ne NOTREADY 0� #de�ne READY 1� #de�ne WORKING 2Funtions� void ∗ displayStars (void ∗ptr)Display Thread(p. 5), shows aquired data in a X window.� void ∗ displayCrosshair (void ∗ptr)Display Thread(p. 5), shows aquired data in a X window.� int getStargenImage (unsigned short ∗data, double mjs, DList ∗list, int DIMX, int DIMY,double lon, double lat)Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:50:09 2006 for AskDaemon by Doxygen



0.2 AskDaemon File Doumentation 13Get simulated image from stargen library.� int regularAqusition (void)Funtion that takes images, meanimages and keogramimages.� int darkAqusition (void)Funtion that takes darkimages.� int GetTemp (string �lename)Getstemperature and stor it in �le.� double ChekEvent (void)Event funtion.� double ChekVisibility (void)Visibility funtion.� void myDelete (void ∗ptr)� void signalHandler (int sig)signalHandler, takes are of inoming tp onnetions like status request from nid et.� int main (int arg, har ∗argv[ ℄)� int �ushRemainingData (void)� void exitClean (int ret)� void sigpro (int signum)Handle SIGINT, SIGKILL and SIGTERM events.Variables� int server_soket� int ASKStatus = NOTREADY� int width = 512� int height = 512� unsigned short ∗ data = NULL� unsigned long datasize� unsigned long imNumber = 1� int nn = 0� pthread_mutex_t worker_mtx� pthread_ond_t list_threshold_v� fstream meanOut� fstream keoOut� Swithes mySwithes� Con�g myCon�g� double nv [8℄� GOptionContext ∗ tx� int N_blok = BLOCK� int M_megablok = MEGABLOCK� int M_megablokDark = 0� int frequeny = 0� �oat ∗ darkImage� �oat ∗ sensitivityGenerated on Wed Feb 8 14:50:09 2006 for AskDaemon by Doxygen



0.2 AskDaemon File Doumentation 140.2.4.1 De�ne Doumentation#de�ne IP "127.0.0.1"IP ADDRESS TO NID.De�nition at line 65 of �le askd.pp.#de�ne NOTREADY 0De�nition at line 81 of �le askd.pp.Referened by darkAqusition(), and regularAqusition().#de�ne READY 1De�nition at line 82 of �le askd.pp.Referened by darkAqusition(), and regularAqusition().#de�ne WORKING 2De�nition at line 83 of �le askd.pp.Referened by darkAqusition(), and regularAqusition().0.2.4.2 Funtion Doumentationdouble ChekEvent (void)Event funtion.Looks if there is an event within a blok of imagesReturns:value based on event in images within a blok.Todoimplement this funtionDe�nition at line 847 of �le askd.pp.Referened by regularAqusition().double ChekVisibility (void)Visibility funtion.Cheks if one an observe isolated stars in image.Returns:value based on number of visible stars.Todoimplement this funtionDe�nition at line 858 of �le askd.pp.Referened by regularAqusition().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:50:09 2006 for AskDaemon by Doxygen



0.2 AskDaemon File Doumentation 15int darkAqusition (void)Funtion that takes darkimages.Reset image numberinit mean imagebuild the twodimensional matrixreate new diretoryreate new webb diretoryTodoadd this options in on�g �lemake darkImage De�nition at line 632 of �le askd.pp.Referenes Swithes_::askNumber, ASKStatus, darkImage, data, datasize, exitClean(), im-Number, M_megablokDark, mySwithes, N_blok, NOTREADY, READY, worker_mtx, andWORKING.Referened by main().void ∗ displayCrosshair (void ∗ ptr)Display Thread(p. 5), shows aquired data in a X window.Parameters:ptr A pointer to Current Thread(p. 5) objet, used when among other when invokingpthread_exit(), whih is done by Thread::Exit()(p. 6)get statusResale the imagethe drawing starts from zero therefore we add +1 to every entryrealulate stars De�nition at line 897 of �le askd.pp.Referenes ASKStatus, nv, data, exitClean(), getStargenImage(), height, Con�g_::latitude,Con�g_::longitude, myCon�g, mySwithes, Con�g_::sao�le, Swithes_::saling, width, worker_-mtx, and Swithes_::x.Referened by main().void ∗ displayStars (void ∗ ptr)Display Thread(p. 5), shows aquired data in a X window.Parameters:ptr A pointer to Current Thread(p. 5) objet, used when among other when invokingpthread_exit(), whih is done by Thread::Exit()(p. 6)realulate starsResale the image De�nition at line 1084 of �le askd.pp.Referenes nv, data, exitClean(), getStargenImage(), height, Con�g_::latitude, Con�g_-::longitude, myCon�g, Con�g_::sao�le, width, and worker_mtx.Referened by main().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:50:09 2006 for AskDaemon by Doxygen



0.2 AskDaemon File Doumentation 16void exitClean (int ret)De�nition at line 802 of �le askd.pp.Referened by darkAqusition(), displayCrosshair(), displayStars(), main(), regularAqusition(),signalHandler(), and sigpro().int �ushRemainingData (void)De�nition at line 789 of �le askd.pp.Referenes data, and datasize.Referened by main().int getStargenImage (unsigned short ∗ data, double mjs, DList ∗ list, int DIMX, intDIMY, double lon, double lat)Get simulated image from stargen library.De�nition at line 1211 of �le askd.pp.Referenes nv, data, and width.Referened by displayCrosshair(), and displayStars().int GetTemp (string �lename)Getstemperature and stor it in �le.De�nition at line 879 of �le askd.pp.Referenes CHECK_ASK_ERROR, and WARN_ERROR.Referened by main().int main (int arg, har ∗ argv[ ℄)Getting nv from on�g �le.getting parameters from on�g�leTurn on fan. should be on when oolingif ooling is disabled on ommand line don't run these lines.If display options is given spawn a display threadMAIN PART OF ASKDMain loop De�nition at line 117 of �le askd.pp.Referenes Con�g_::ampl, Con�g_::andorpath, Swithes_::askNumber, Swithes_::alibration,CHECK_ASK_ERROR, Con�g_::nv, nv, Con�g_::nv_length, CRIT_ERROR, tx,Swithes_::d, darkAqusition(), darkImage, data, datasize, displayCrosshair(), displayStars(),exitClean(), Swithes_::f, �ushRemainingData(), Con�g_::freq, frequeny, GetTemp(), height,M_megablok, M_megablokDark, Con�g_::mblokdark, Con�g_::megablok, myCon�g, my-Swithes, N_blok, Con�g_::numofaskameras, Swithes_::o, parseCommandLine(), parse-Con�gFile(), regularAqusition(), RUN_TILL_ABORT, sensitivity, server_soket, signal-Handler(), sigpro(), Thread::Start(), Con�g_::tbloktime, Con�g_::temp, TEMPERATURE,Con�g_::tempout, WARN_ERROR, width, and Swithes_::x.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:50:09 2006 for AskDaemon by Doxygen



0.2 AskDaemon File Doumentation 17void myDelete (void ∗ ptr)De�nition at line 868 of �le askd.pp.int regularAqusition (void)Funtion that takes images, mean images and keogram images.Reset image numberInitialize megablokBuild the twodimensional matrixCreate new diretoryCreate new webb diretory De�nition at line 429 of �le askd.pp.Referenes Swithes_::askNumber, ASKStatus, ChekEvent(), ChekVisibility(), darkImage,data, datasize, exitClean(), height, imNumber, keoOut, M_megablok, meanOut, Con�g_::min-Event, Con�g_::minVis, myCon�g, mySwithes, N_blok, NOTREADY, READY, sensitivity,width, worker_mtx, and WORKING.Referened by main().void signalHandler (int sig)signalHandler, takes are of inoming tp onnetions like status request from nid et.aept a onnetion (reating a data pipe)Eho bak anything sent De�nition at line 1361 of �le askd.pp.Referenes ASKStatus, exitClean(), and server_soket.Referened by main().void sigpro (int signum)Handle SIGINT, SIGKILL and SIGTERM events.De�nition at line 1198 of �le askd.pp.Referenes exitClean().Referened by main().0.2.4.3 Variable Doumentationint ASKStatus = NOTREADYDe�nition at line 84 of �le askd.pp.Referened by darkAqusition(), displayCrosshair(), regularAqusition(), and signalHandler().double nv[8℄De�nition at line 106 of �le askd.pp.Referened by displayCrosshair(), displayStars(), getStargenImage(), and main().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:50:09 2006 for AskDaemon by Doxygen



0.2 AskDaemon File Doumentation 18GOptionContext∗ txDe�nition at line 107 of �le askd.pp.Referened by main(), and parseCommandLine().�oat∗ darkImageDe�nition at line 113 of �le askd.pp.Referened by darkAqusition(), main(), and regularAqusition().unsigned short∗ data = NULLDe�nition at line 92 of �le askd.pp.Referened by darkAqusition(), displayCrosshair(), displayStars(), �ushRemainingData(), get-StargenImage(), main(), and regularAqusition().unsigned long datasizeDe�nition at line 93 of �le askd.pp.Referened by darkAqusition(), �ushRemainingData(), main(), and regularAqusition().int frequeny = 0De�nition at line 111 of �le askd.pp.Referened by main().int height = 512De�nition at line 89 of �le askd.pp.Referened by displayCrosshair(), displayStars(), main(), and regularAqusition().unsigned long imNumber = 1De�nition at line 94 of �le askd.pp.Referened by darkAqusition(), and regularAqusition().fstream keoOutDe�nition at line 101 of �le askd.pp.Referened by regularAqusition().pthread_ond_t list_threshold_vDe�nition at line 98 of �le askd.pp.int M_megablok = MEGABLOCKDe�nition at line 109 of �le askd.pp.Referened by main(), and regularAqusition().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:50:09 2006 for AskDaemon by Doxygen



0.2 AskDaemon File Doumentation 19int M_megablokDark = 0De�nition at line 110 of �le askd.pp.Referened by darkAqusition(), and main().fstream meanOutDe�nition at line 100 of �le askd.pp.Referened by regularAqusition().Con�g myCon�gDe�nition at line 105 of �le askd.pp.Referened by displayCrosshair(), displayStars(), main(), and regularAqusition().Swithes mySwithesDe�nition at line 104 of �le askd.pp.Referened by darkAqusition(), displayCrosshair(), main(), and regularAqusition().int N_blok = BLOCKDe�nition at line 108 of �le askd.pp.Referened by darkAqusition(), main(), and regularAqusition().int nn = 0De�nition at line 95 of �le askd.pp.�oat∗ sensitivityDe�nition at line 114 of �le askd.pp.Referened by main(), and regularAqusition().int server_soketDe�nition at line 80 of �le askd.pp.Referened by main(), and signalHandler().int width = 512De�nition at line 88 of �le askd.pp.Referened by displayCrosshair(), displayStars(), getStargenImage(), main(), and regular-Aqusition().pthread_mutex_t worker_mtxDe�nition at line 97 of �le askd.pp.Referened by darkAqusition(), displayCrosshair(), displayStars(), and regularAqusition().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:50:09 2006 for AskDaemon by Doxygen



0.2 AskDaemon File Doumentation 200.2.5 sr/input.pp File Referene#inlude "../inlude/input.h"#inlude "../inlude/askd.h"#inlude <stdio.h>#inlude <stdlib.h>#inlude <iomanip>#inlude <iostream>De�nes� #de�ne DBUGId input.pp(p. 20),v 1.3 2005/11/18 13:13:40 joh Exp johRead STDIN and parses on�g�les Copyright: Josef H�182�182kFuntions� int stringToDoubleArray (double ∗∗out, har ∗in)� int parseCommandLine (Swithes ∗sw, GOptionContext ∗tx, int arg, har ∗∗argv)� int parseCon�gFile (ghar ∗on�gFile, Swithes ∗sw, Con�g ∗fg)Parses on�guration �le.0.2.5.1 De�ne Doumentation#de�ne DBUGId input.pp(p. 20),v 1.3 2005/11/18 13:13:40 joh Exp johRead STDIN and parses on�g�les Copyright: Josef H�182�182kDe�nition at line 14 of �le input.pp.Referened by parseCon�gFile().0.2.5.2 Funtion Doumentationint parseCommandLine (Swithes ∗ sw, GOptionContext ∗ tx, int arg, har ∗∗ argv)default settings De�nition at line 103 of �le input.pp.Referenes Swithes_::askNumber, Swithes_::alibration, tx, Swithes_::d, Swithes_::f,Swithes_::n, Swithes_::o, Swithes_::saling, Swithes, Swithes_::v, and Swithes_::x.Referened by main().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:50:09 2006 for AskDaemon by Doxygen



0.2 AskDaemon File Doumentation 21int parseCon�gFile (ghar ∗ on�gFile, Swithes ∗ sw, Con�g ∗ fg)Parses on�guration �le.Parameters:on�gFile loation of on�guration �le if not spei�ed default is used.sw swith options passed to program at init.fg on�guration struture. Stores parsed value in it.Returns:true if suessfully parsed the �le and stored variables.Todo: implement failheking.reading on�g options from �leSet default temperatureAmpli�ationMinimum visibillityMinimum EventGeneri options both used by askd and nidtbloktimeMegablokMegablok Dark Imagesnumber of ASK amerasFrequenyfree upp memoryEnd of parse on�g �le De�nition at line 180 of �le input.pp.Referenes Con�g_::ampl, Con�g_::andorpath, Con�g_::nv, Con�g_::nv_length, Con�g,DBUG, Con�g_::latitude, Con�g_::log_out, Con�g_::longitude, Con�g_::minVis, Con�g_-::sao�le, Swithes, Con�g_::temp, TEMPERATURE, and Con�g_::tempout.Referened by main().int stringToDoubleArray (double ∗∗ out, har ∗ in)Convert to double De�nition at line 17 of �le input.pp.0.2.6 sr/thread.pp File Referene#inlude <iostream>#inlude "../inlude/thread.h"
Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:50:09 2006 for AskDaemon by Doxygen



0.3 AskDaemon Page Doumentation 220.3 AskDaemon Page Doumentation0.3.1 Todo ListGlobal parseCon�gFile(p. 10)(ghar ∗, Swithes ∗, Con�g ∗) : implement failheking.Global ChekEvent(p. 14)(void) implement this funtionGlobal ChekVisibility(p. 14)(void) implement this funtionGlobal darkAqusition(p. 15)(void) add this options in on�g �le
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Contents0.1 NIDaemon0.3.5 Data Struture Doumentation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.3 NIDaemon0.3.5 Page Doumentation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 280.1 NIDaemon0.3.5 Data Struture Doumentation0.1.1 Con�g_ Strut Referene#inlude <input.h>Data Fields� unsigned int ∗ freq� int freq_length� int megablok� int mblokdark� int tbloktime� int numofaskameras� har ∗ ounter_out� har ∗ out_dir_slave� har ∗ out_dir_master� har ∗ log_out� har ∗ temp_out� har ∗ ompath� har ∗∗ askaddress0.1.1.1 Field Doumentationhar∗∗ Con�g_::askaddressDe�nition at line 37 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCon�gFile().har∗ Con�g_::ompathDe�nition at line 36 of �le input.h.



0.1 NIDaemon0.3.5 Data Struture Doumentation 2har∗ Con�g_::ounter_outDe�nition at line 29 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCon�gFile().unsigned int∗ Con�g_::freqDe�nition at line 23 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCon�gFile().int Con�g_::freq_lengthDe�nition at line 24 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCon�gFile().har∗ Con�g_::log_outDe�nition at line 34 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCon�gFile().int Con�g_::mblokdarkDe�nition at line 26 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCon�gFile().int Con�g_::megablokDe�nition at line 25 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCon�gFile().int Con�g_::numofaskamerasDe�nition at line 28 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCon�gFile().har∗ Con�g_::out_dir_masterDe�nition at line 32 of �le input.h.Referened by parseCon�gFile().har∗ Con�g_::out_dir_slaveDe�nition at line 31 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCon�gFile().int Con�g_::tbloktimeDe�nition at line 27 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCon�gFile().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.1 NIDaemon0.3.5 Data Struture Doumentation 3har∗ Con�g_::temp_outDe�nition at line 35 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCon�gFile().The doumentation for this strut was generated from the following �le:� sr/input.h0.1.2 Swithes_ Strut Referene#inlude <input.h>0.1.2.1 Detailed DesriptionHeader �le for input.(p. 12).De�nition at line 9 of �le input.h.Data Fields� gboolean l� gboolean n� gboolean s� gboolean t� gboolean v� gboolean d� har ∗ � har ∗ f� har ∗ p0.1.2.2 Field Doumentationhar∗ Swithes_::De�nition at line 16 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), parseCommandLine(), and parseCon�gFile().gboolean Swithes_::dDe�nition at line 15 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCommandLine().har∗ Swithes_::fDe�nition at line 17 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCommandLine().
Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.1 NIDaemon0.3.5 Data Struture Doumentation 4gboolean Swithes_::lDe�nition at line 10 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCommandLine().gboolean Swithes_::nDe�nition at line 11 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCommandLine().har∗ Swithes_::pDe�nition at line 18 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCommandLine().gboolean Swithes_::sDe�nition at line 12 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCommandLine().gboolean Swithes_::tDe�nition at line 13 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCommandLine().gboolean Swithes_::vDe�nition at line 14 of �le input.h.Referened by main(), and parseCommandLine().The doumentation for this strut was generated from the following �le:� sr/input.h0.1.3 uiMatrix_ Strut Referene#inlude <dio.h>Data Fields� unsigned int ∗∗ data� int num_row� int num_ol� unsigned int ∗ data_str_0.1.3.1 Field Doumentationunsigned int∗∗ uiMatrix_::dataDe�nition at line 11 of �le dio.h.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 5Referened by freeBu�(), getBu�(), and main().unsigned int∗ uiMatrix_::data_str_De�nition at line 14 of �le dio.h.Referened by freeBu�(), and getBu�().int uiMatrix_::num_olDe�nition at line 13 of �le dio.h.Referened by getBu�(), and main().int uiMatrix_::num_rowDe�nition at line 12 of �le dio.h.Referened by getBu�(), and main().The doumentation for this strut was generated from the following �le:� sr/dio.h0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation0.2.1 sr/ounter. File Referene#inlude "ounter.h"#inlude <stdio.h>#inlude <stdlib.h>Funtions� int startCount (TaskHandle ∗myTaskHandle)funtions� int startCountSlaveMode (TaskHandle ∗myTaskHandle, har ∗ounter, har ∗ounter_-gate)starting ount using a gated signal, used in master mode.� int stopCount (TaskHandle ∗myTaskHandle)Stopping ount operation.� int startPulseTrain (TaskHandle ∗myTaskHandle, int freq)Initialize lok pulsestrain.� int startPulseTrainTest (TaskHandle ∗myTaskHandle, int freq)Initialize lok pulsestrain, This version is used when running in test mode.� int stopPulseTrain (TaskHandle ∗myTaskHandle)Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 6Stop the pulse train lok.0.2.1.1 Funtion Doumentationint startCount (TaskHandle ∗ myTaskHandle)funtionsCounter ode De�nition at line 13 of �le ounter..Referenes CNT0_CHAN, CNT0_GATE, and isDAQerror.Referened by main().int startCountSlaveMode (TaskHandle ∗ myTaskHandle, har ∗ ounter, har ∗ounter_gate)starting ount using a gated signal, used in master mode.Counter ode De�nition at line 37 of �le ounter..Referenes isDAQerror.Referened by main().int startPulseTrain (TaskHandle ∗ myTaskHandle, int freq)Initialize lok pulsestrain.Create a new taskreate pulse traintrig on rising edgestarts pulse train De�nition at line 71 of �le ounter..Referenes CNT1_CHAN, CNT1_CHAN_DIG_EDGE_TRIG, DELAY, DUTY, and is-DAQerror.Referened by bugWorkAround(), and main().int startPulseTrainTest (TaskHandle ∗ myTaskHandle, int freq)Initialize lok pulsestrain, This version is used when running in test mode.Create a new taskreate pulse trainstarts pulse train De�nition at line 96 of �le ounter..Referenes CNT1_CHAN, DELAY, DUTY, and isDAQerror.Referened by main().int stopCount (TaskHandle ∗ myTaskHandle)Stopping ount operation.De�nition at line 58 of �le ounter..Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 7Referened by main(), and sigpro().int stopPulseTrain (TaskHandle ∗ myTaskHandle)Stop the pulse train lok.De�nition at line 117 of �le ounter..Referened by bugWorkAround(), main(), and sigpro().0.2.2 sr/ounter.h File Referene#inlude "nidBase.h"Funtions� int startCount (TaskHandle ∗)funtions� int startCountSlaveMode (TaskHandle ∗, har ∗, har ∗)starting ount using a gated signal, used in master mode.� int stopCount (TaskHandle ∗)Stopping ount operation.� int startPulseTrain (TaskHandle ∗, int)Initialize lok pulsestrain.� int startPulseTrainTest (TaskHandle ∗, int)Initialize lok pulsestrain, This version is used when running in test mode.� int stopPulseTrain (TaskHandle ∗)Stop the pulse train lok.0.2.2.1 Funtion Doumentationint startCount (TaskHandle ∗ myTaskHandle)funtionsCounter ode De�nition at line 13 of �le ounter..Referenes CNT0_CHAN, CNT0_GATE, and isDAQerror.Referened by main().int startCountSlaveMode (TaskHandle ∗ myTaskHandle, har ∗ ounter, har ∗ounter_gate)starting ount using a gated signal, used in master mode.Counter ode De�nition at line 37 of �le ounter..Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 8Referenes isDAQerror.Referened by main().int startPulseTrain (TaskHandle ∗ myTaskHandle, int freq)Initialize lok pulsestrain.Create a new taskreate pulse traintrig on rising edgestarts pulse train De�nition at line 71 of �le ounter..Referenes CNT1_CHAN, CNT1_CHAN_DIG_EDGE_TRIG, DELAY, DUTY, and is-DAQerror.Referened by bugWorkAround(), and main().int startPulseTrainTest (TaskHandle ∗ myTaskHandle, int freq)Initialize lok pulsestrain, This version is used when running in test mode.Create a new taskreate pulse trainstarts pulse train De�nition at line 96 of �le ounter..Referenes CNT1_CHAN, DELAY, DUTY, and isDAQerror.Referened by main().int stopCount (TaskHandle ∗)Stopping ount operation.De�nition at line 58 of �le ounter..Referened by main(), and sigpro().int stopPulseTrain (TaskHandle ∗)Stop the pulse train lok.De�nition at line 117 of �le ounter..Referened by bugWorkAround(), main(), and sigpro().0.2.3 sr/dio. File Referene#inlude <glib.h>#inlude <stdio.h>#inlude <stdlib.h>#inlude <string.h>#inlude "dio.h"#inlude "nidBase.h"Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 9Funtions� int startDIO (TaskHandle ∗myTaskHandle, uInt32 ∗dataBu�ert, int bu�_size)funtions� int stopDIO (TaskHandle ∗myTaskHandle)Stopping DIO operation.� int adjustFreq (int dst[ ℄, int ∗sr, int sr_size, int ounter_freq)Calulates data bu�ert used in DIO given the frequenies spei�ed.� uiMatrix ∗ getBu� (int sr[ ℄, int sr_size, int frq)� void freeBu� (uiMatrix ∗mm)free memory alloated for matrix� double mypow (double base, int exp)Builtin Power funtion, ant link matlib toghether with nidaqmxbase library it's so buggy.� int my�oor (double val)Builtin �oor funtion.0.2.3.1 Funtion Doumentationint adjustFreq (int dst[ ℄, int ∗ sr, int sr_size, int ounter_freq)Calulates data bu�ert used in DIO given the frequenies spei�ed.Parameters:dst pointer to data bu�ertsr frequeny wanted, spei�ed in an array. ex: [10 10 2 3 4℄length of sr arrayounter_freq ounter frequeny give in HZ.Returns:adjusted frequenysize of bufer is alulated from the following formula:
M = 2max

(

A

N
,
B

N
,
C

N
,
D

N
,
D

N

)De�nition at line 88 of �le dio..Referenes MAXIMUM_FREQ, my�oor(), and nidlog.Referened by main().void freeBu� (uiMatrix ∗ mm)free memory alloated for matrixDe�nition at line 244 of �le dio..Referenes uiMatrix_::data, uiMatrix_::data_str_, and uiMatrix.Referened by main().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 10uiMatrix∗ getBu� (int sr[ ℄, int sr_size, int frq)De�nition at line 140 of �le dio..Referenes uiMatrix_::data, uiMatrix_::data_str_, mypow(), nidlog, uiMatrix_::num_ol, ui-Matrix_::num_row, and uiMatrix.Referened by main().int my�oor (double val)Builtin �oor funtion.De�nition at line 274 of �le dio..Referened by adjustFreq().double mypow (double base, int exp)Builtin Power funtion, ant link matlib toghether with nidaqmxbase library it's so buggy.De�nition at line 261 of �le dio..Referened by getBu�(), and main().int startDIO (TaskHandle ∗ myTaskHandle, uInt32 ∗ dataBu�ert, int bu�_size)funtionsDe�nition at line 19 of �le dio..Referenes DO_CHAN, DO_TRIG_CHAN, isDAQerror, and nidlog.Referened by bugWorkAround(), and main().int stopDIO (TaskHandle ∗ myTaskHandle)Stopping DIO operation.Write zeros to every port De�nition at line 47 of �le dio..Referenes isDAQerror.Referened by bugWorkAround(), main(), and sigpro().0.2.4 sr/dio.h File Referene#inlude "nidBase.h"Data Strutures� strut uiMatrix_Typedefs� typedef uiMatrix_ uiMatrix
Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 11Funtions� int startDIO (TaskHandle ∗, uInt32 ∗, int)funtions� int stopDIO (TaskHandle ∗)Stopping DIO operation.� int adjustFreq (int[ ℄, int ∗, int, int)Calulates data bu�ert used in DIO given the frequenies spei�ed.� uiMatrix ∗ getBu� (int[ ℄, int, int)� void freeBu� (uiMatrix ∗m)free memory alloated for matrix� double mypow (double base, int exp)Builtin Power funtion, ant link matlib toghether with nidaqmxbase library it's so buggy.� int my�oor (double val)Builtin �oor funtion.0.2.4.1 Typedef Doumentationtypedef strut uiMatrix_ uiMatrixReferened by freeBu�(), getBu�(), and main().0.2.4.2 Funtion Doumentationint adjustFreq (int dst[ ℄, int ∗ sr, int sr_size, int ounter_freq)Calulates data bu�ert used in DIO given the frequenies spei�ed.Parameters:dst pointer to data bu�ertsr frequeny wanted, spei�ed in an array. ex: [10 10 2 3 4℄length of sr arrayounter_freq ounter frequeny give in HZ.Returns:adjusted frequenysize of bufer is alulated from the following formula:
M = 2max

(

A

N
,
B

N
,
C

N
,
D

N
,
D

N

)De�nition at line 88 of �le dio..Referenes MAXIMUM_FREQ, my�oor(), and nidlog.Referened by main().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 12void freeBu� (uiMatrix ∗ m)free memory alloated for matrixDe�nition at line 244 of �le dio..Referenes uiMatrix_::data, uiMatrix_::data_str_, and uiMatrix.Referened by main().uiMatrix∗ getBu� (int[ ℄, int, int)De�nition at line 140 of �le dio..Referenes uiMatrix_::data, uiMatrix_::data_str_, mypow(), nidlog, uiMatrix_::num_ol, ui-Matrix_::num_row, and uiMatrix.Referened by main().int my�oor (double val)Builtin �oor funtion.De�nition at line 274 of �le dio..Referened by adjustFreq().double mypow (double base, int exp)Builtin Power funtion, ant link matlib toghether with nidaqmxbase library it's so buggy.De�nition at line 261 of �le dio..Referened by getBu�(), and main().int startDIO (TaskHandle ∗, uInt32 ∗, int)funtionsDe�nition at line 19 of �le dio..Referenes DO_CHAN, DO_TRIG_CHAN, isDAQerror, and nidlog.Referened by bugWorkAround(), and main().int stopDIO (TaskHandle ∗ myTaskHandle)Stopping DIO operation.Write zeros to every port De�nition at line 47 of �le dio..Referenes isDAQerror.Referened by bugWorkAround(), main(), and sigpro().0.2.5 sr/input. File Referene#inlude "input.h"#inlude <stdio.h>#inlude <stdlib.h>Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 13Funtions� int parseCommandLine (Swithes ∗sw, GOptionContext ∗tx, int arg, har ∗∗argv)$Id$ Read STDIN and parses on�g�les� int parseCon�gFile (ghar ∗on�gFile, Swithes ∗sw, Con�g ∗fg)Parses on�guration �le.0.2.5.1 Funtion Doumentationint parseCommandLine (Swithes ∗ sw, GOptionContext ∗ tx, int arg, har ∗∗ argv)$Id$ Read STDIN and parses on�g�lesTodo: add failhekingDe�nition at line 11 of �le input..Referenes Swithes_::, tx, Swithes_::d, Swithes_::f, Swithes_::l, Swithes_::n, Swithes_-::p, Swithes_::s, Swithes, Swithes_::t, and Swithes_::v.Referened by main().int parseCon�gFile (ghar ∗ on�gFile, Swithes ∗ sw, Con�g ∗ fg)Parses on�guration �le.Parameters:on�gFile loation of on�guration �le if not spei�ed default is used.sw swith options passed to program at init.fg on�guration struture. Stores parsed value in it.Returns:true if suessfully parsed the �le and stored variables.Todo: implement failheking.reading on�g options from �leout_dir_slave pathout_dir_master pathGeneri options both used by askd and nidompathipaddresses of ask amerastbloktimeMegablokGenerated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 14Megablok Dark Imagesnumber of ASK amerasFrequenyfree upp memoryEnd of parse on�g �le De�nition at line 63 of �le input..Referenes Con�g_::askaddress, Swithes_::, Con�g, Con�g_::ounter_out, Con�g_::freq,Con�g_::freq_length, Con�g_::log_out, Con�g_::mblokdark, Con�g_::megablok, Con�g_-::numofaskameras, Con�g_::out_dir_master, Con�g_::out_dir_slave, Swithes, Con�g_-::tbloktime, and Con�g_::temp_out.Referened by main().0.2.6 sr/input.h File Referene#inlude <glib.h>Data Strutures� strut Swithes_Header �le for input.(p. 12).� strut Con�g_Typedefs� typedef Swithes_ SwithesHeader �le for input.(p. 12).� typedef Con�g_ Con�gFuntions� int parseCommandLine (Swithes ∗, GOptionContext ∗, int, har ∗∗)$Id$ Read STDIN and parses on�g�les� int parseCon�gFile (ghar ∗, Swithes ∗, Con�g ∗)Parses on�guration �le.0.2.6.1 Typedef Doumentationtypedef strut Con�g_ Con�gReferened by main(), and parseCon�gFile().typedef strut Swithes_ SwithesHeader �le for input.(p. 12).Referened by main(), parseCommandLine(), and parseCon�gFile().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 150.2.6.2 Funtion Doumentationint parseCommandLine (Swithes ∗ sw, GOptionContext ∗ tx, int arg, har ∗∗ argv)$Id$ Read STDIN and parses on�g�lesTodo: add failhekingDe�nition at line 11 of �le input..Referenes Swithes_::, tx, Swithes_::d, Swithes_::f, Swithes_::l, Swithes_::n, Swithes_-::p, Swithes_::s, Swithes, Swithes_::t, and Swithes_::v.Referened by main().int parseCon�gFile (ghar ∗ on�gFile, Swithes ∗ sw, Con�g ∗ fg)Parses on�guration �le.Parameters:on�gFile loation of on�guration �le if not spei�ed default is used.sw swith options passed to program at init.fg on�guration struture. Stores parsed value in it.Returns:true if suessfully parsed the �le and stored variables.Todo: implement failheking.reading on�g options from �leout_dir_slave pathout_dir_master pathGeneri options both used by askd and nidompathipaddresses of ask amerastbloktimeMegablokMegablok Dark Imagesnumber of ASK amerasFrequenyfree upp memoryEnd of parse on�g �le De�nition at line 63 of �le input..Referenes Con�g_::askaddress, Swithes_::, Con�g, Con�g_::ounter_out, Con�g_::freq,Con�g_::freq_length, Con�g_::log_out, Con�g_::mblokdark, Con�g_::megablok, Con�g_-::numofaskameras, Con�g_::out_dir_master, Con�g_::out_dir_slave, Swithes, Con�g_-::tbloktime, and Con�g_::temp_out.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 16Referened by main().0.2.7 sr/nid. File Referene#inlude "nid.h"#inlude "dio.h"#inlude "ounter.h"#inlude <time.h>#inlude <syslog.h>De�nes� #de�ne DBUGId nid.(p. 16),v 1.3 2005/12/04 19:28:58 root Exp rootNational Instrument Daemon v1.0 By Josef H�182�182k joh�kth.se Copyright JosefH�182�182k all rights reserved� #de�ne NOTREADY 0� #de�ne READY 1� #de�ne WORKING 2Funtions� int main (int arg, har ∗∗argv)� void sigpro (int signum)used by GOption in main� int daemonize (pid_t pid, pid_t sid)� void soket_handler (int sig)� int isReady (int numofasks, har ∗∗ipnums)Chek if ask ameras are ready by onneting to eah one of them and get their status.� int sendMessage (int numofasks, har ∗∗ipnums, har ∗sendbuf)Send message to ask daemons.� int bugWorkAround (TaskHandle ∗tsk, TaskHandle ∗tskDIO)Fixes NI bug.Variables� unsigned int ∗ data_ptr� TaskHandle taskHandle = 0Global de�nitions.� TaskHandle taskHandleDIO = 0� TaskHandle taskHandleCnt0 = 0Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 17� TaskHandle taskHandleCnt1 = 0� TaskHandle taskHandleAI = 0� uInt32 dataCnt = 0� uInt32 data0 = 0� �oat64 timeout = 5� int server_soketSoket stu� for our Asyn IO server.� int ∗ signals_reeivedGlobal variable for numof messages reieved.� pid_t pid� pid_t sid� GOptionContext ∗ tx0.2.7.1 De�ne Doumentation#de�ne DBUGId nid.(p. 16),v 1.3 2005/12/04 19:28:58 root Exp rootNational Instrument Daemon v1.0 By Josef H�182�182k joh�kth.se Copyright JosefH�182�182k all rights reservedDe�nition at line 12 of �le nid..#de�ne NOTREADY 0De�nition at line 13 of �le nid..#de�ne READY 1De�nition at line 14 of �le nid..Referened by isReady(), and sendMessage().#de�ne WORKING 2De�nition at line 15 of �le nid..0.2.7.2 Funtion Doumentationint bugWorkAround (TaskHandle ∗ tsk, TaskHandle ∗ tskDIO)Fixes NI bug.send high pulses to DIO, and exit De�nition at line 1026 of �le nid..Referenes DEFAULT_FREQ, DIO_BUFF_SIZE, startDIO(), startPulseTrain(), stopDIO(),and stopPulseTrain().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 18int daemonize (pid_t pid, pid_t sid)ignore tty signals De�nition at line 786 of �le nid..Referenes LOCK_FILE, pid, sid, sigpro(), and WRKDIR.Referened by main().int isReady (int numofasks, har ∗∗ ipnums)Chek if ask ameras are ready by onneting to eah one of them and get their status.De�nition at line 875 of �le nid..Referenes READY.Referened by main().int main (int arg, har ∗∗ argv)Default on�guration �lesDefault swithes to programgetBu�Setting up a soket server ∗Parse ommand line for optionsoveride loation of on�guration �leEnd of ommand line parsingShould we daemonize ?Manage on�g �le ∗sr ontains the frequeny read from on�g �leEnd of on�g �le managingCommand line options parsingsyslogging disable? default: FALSEReseting devieslave mode ? default: FALSEalloate memory for signals reeived this variable is manipulated by signal_handler funtion belowEND OF ASYNC SOCKETopen output �leNID CORE PARTstart with a darksequeneChek if we are running with t swith enabledsleep for the same number of seonds thatis required for askd to �nish its alibration sequeneread numseonds valuesdelibrately sleep some time 0.2sopen out �lesGenerated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 19Initialise temperature readingTemp blok spei� varsopen temprature logvariables for �le manipreate a new �leopen out �lesreate a new �leopen out �lesTemperature partTemp 0 to 4Realulate input Voltage to Temperatureobserver we only use linear estimation of the temperature if very old or very hot the next orderterm must also be spei�edTemperature 4. "Figure 1 - showing polynomial approximation of temperature behaviour of thephotometers"read leftoverread leftoverEND OF WHILE(1)internal test? default: FALSEversion ? default: FALSEdebug ? default: FALSEEnd of ommand line options parsing De�nition at line 46 of �le nid..Referenes adjustFreq(), Con�g_::askaddress, Swithes_::, CNT0_CHAN, CNT0_GATE,CNT1_CHAN, CNT1_GATE, CONF_FILE, Con�g, Con�g_::ounter_out, tx, Swithes_-::d, daemonize(), uiMatrix_::data, DEFAULT_FREQ, Swithes_::f, freeBu�(), Con�g_::freq,Con�g_::freq_length, getBu�(), isDAQerror, isReady(), Swithes_::l, Con�g_::log_out, max,MAXIMUM_NUMOF_DIO_BUFFERS, Con�g_::mblokdark, Con�g_::megablok, min, my-pow(), Swithes_::n, nid_out, nid_photo_out, nid_photo_out2, nidlog, uiMatrix_::num_ol,uiMatrix_::num_row, Con�g_::numofaskameras, Con�g_::out_dir_slave, Swithes_::p, parse-CommandLine(), parseCon�gFile(), pid, Swithes_::s, sid, signals_reeived, sigpro(), start-Count(), startCountSlaveMode(), startDIO(), startPulseTrain(), startPulseTrainTest(), stop-Count(), stopDIO(), stopPulseTrain(), Swithes, Swithes_::t, taskHandle, taskHandleAI, task-HandleCnt0, taskHandleCnt1, taskHandleDIO, Con�g_::tbloktime, Con�g_::temp_out, tem-plog, timeout, uiMatrix, Swithes_::v, and VERSION.int sendMessage (int numofasks, har ∗∗ ipnums, har ∗ sendbuf)Send message to ask daemons.De�nition at line 940 of �le nid..Referenes READY.void sigpro (int signum)Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 20used by GOption in mainReseting devie De�nition at line 744 of �le nid..Referenes nid_out, nid_photo_out, nid_photo_out2, nidlog, stopCount(), stopDIO(), stop-PulseTrain(), taskHandle, taskHandleCnt0, taskHandleCnt1, taskHandleDIO, and templog.Referened by daemonize(), main(), and soket_handler().void soket_handler (int sig)if number 99 is reieaved the exit De�nition at line 838 of �le nid..Referenes server_soket, signals_reeived, and sigpro().0.2.7.3 Variable DoumentationGOptionContext∗ txDe�nition at line 44 of �le nid..Referened by main(), and parseCommandLine().uInt32 data0 = 0De�nition at line 31 of �le nid..unsigned int∗ data_ptrDe�nition at line 17 of �le nid..uInt32 dataCnt = 0De�nition at line 30 of �le nid..pid_t pidDe�nition at line 43 of �le nid..Referened by daemonize(), and main().int server_soketSoket stu� for our Asyn IO server.De�nition at line 36 of �le nid..Referened by soket_handler().pid_t sidDe�nition at line 43 of �le nid..Referened by daemonize(), and main().
Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 21int∗ signals_reeivedGlobal variable for numof messages reieved.De�nition at line 39 of �le nid..Referened by main(), and soket_handler().TaskHandle taskHandle = 0Global de�nitions.De�nition at line 22 of �le nid..Referened by main(), and sigpro().TaskHandle taskHandleAI = 0De�nition at line 26 of �le nid..Referened by main().TaskHandle taskHandleCnt0 = 0De�nition at line 24 of �le nid..Referened by main(), and sigpro().TaskHandle taskHandleCnt1 = 0De�nition at line 25 of �le nid..Referened by main(), and sigpro().TaskHandle taskHandleDIO = 0De�nition at line 23 of �le nid..Referened by main(), and sigpro().�oat64 timeout = 5De�nition at line 32 of �le nid..Referened by main().0.2.8 sr/nid.h File Referene#inlude <sys/types.h>#inlude <sys/time.h>#inlude <sys/stat.h>#inlude <stdio.h>#inlude <stdlib.h>#inlude <fntl.h>#inlude <errno.h>Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 22#inlude <unistd.h>#inlude <syslog.h>#inlude <string.h>#inlude <signal.h>#inlude <glib.h>#inlude <netinet/in.h>#inlude <sys/soket.h>#inlude <arpa/inet.h>#inlude "om.h"#inlude "nidBase.h"#inlude "input.h"#inlude "dio.h"#inlude "ounter.h"Funtions� void sigpro (int signum)used by GOption in main� int daemonize (pid_t, pid_t)� int bugWorkAround (TaskHandle ∗tsk, TaskHandle ∗tskDIO)Fixes NI bug.� void soket_handler (int sig)� int isReady (int numofasks, har ∗∗ipnums)Chek if ask ameras are ready by onneting to eah one of them and get their status.� int sendMessage (int numofasks, har ∗∗ipnums, har ∗sendbuf)Send message to ask daemons.0.2.8.1 Funtion Doumentationint bugWorkAround (TaskHandle ∗ tsk, TaskHandle ∗ tskDIO)Fixes NI bug.send high pulses to DIO, and exit De�nition at line 1026 of �le nid..Referenes DEFAULT_FREQ, DIO_BUFF_SIZE, startDIO(), startPulseTrain(), stopDIO(),and stopPulseTrain().int daemonize (pid_t pid, pid_t sid)ignore tty signals De�nition at line 786 of �le nid..Referenes LOCK_FILE, pid, sid, sigpro(), and WRKDIR.Referened by main().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 23int isReady (int numofasks, har ∗∗ ipnums)Chek if ask ameras are ready by onneting to eah one of them and get their status.De�nition at line 875 of �le nid..Referenes READY.Referened by main().int sendMessage (int numofasks, har ∗∗ ipnums, har ∗ sendbuf)Send message to ask daemons.De�nition at line 940 of �le nid..Referenes READY.void sigpro (int signum)used by GOption in mainReseting devie De�nition at line 744 of �le nid..Referenes nid_out, nid_photo_out, nid_photo_out2, nidlog, stopCount(), stopDIO(), stop-PulseTrain(), taskHandle, taskHandleCnt0, taskHandleCnt1, taskHandleDIO, and templog.Referened by daemonize(), main(), and soket_handler().void soket_handler (int sig)if number 99 is reieaved the exit De�nition at line 838 of �le nid..Referenes server_soket, signals_reeived, and sigpro().0.2.9 sr/nidBase.h File Referene#inlude "NIDAQmx.h"#inlude <stdio.h>De�nes� #de�ne VERSION "0.2"Inlude header stu� from NI.� #de�ne CAMERA_FILE "am.out"� #de�ne PHOTOMETER_FILE "phot.out"� #de�ne WRKDIR "/tmp"� #de�ne LOCK_FILE "nid.lok"� #de�ne CONF_FILE "nid.onf"� #de�ne MAXIMUM_NUMOF_DIO_BUFFERS 8� #de�ne DIO_BUFF_SIZE 12� #de�ne DIO_BUFF_LEN DIO_BUFF_SIZE� #de�ne CNT1_CHAN "/Dev1/tr1"� #de�ne CNT0_CHAN "/Dev1/tr0"� #de�ne DO_CHAN "Dev1/port0"Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 24� #de�ne DO_TRIG_CHAN "/Dev1/PFI0"� #de�ne CNT0_TRIG_CHAN "/Dev1/PFI9"� #de�ne CNT1_CHAN_DIG_EDGE_TRIG "/Dev1/PFI1"� #de�ne CNT1_GATE "/Dev1/PFI4"� #de�ne CNT0_GATE "/Dev1/PFI9"� #de�ne DEFAULT_FREQ 800� #de�ne MAXIMUM_FREQ 10000� #de�ne DUTY 0.1� #de�ne DELAY 0� #de�ne max(a, b) ( a>b ? a : b )� #de�ne min(a, b) ( a<b ? a : b )� #de�ne log_message(�lename, message)Loggmessages.� #de�ne isDAQerror(funtionCall, taskHandle)Error heking maro.Variables� FILE ∗ nid_outGLOBAL �lebu�erts,.� FILE ∗ nid_photo_out� FILE ∗ nid_photo_out2� FILE ∗ nidlog� FILE ∗ templog0.2.9.1 De�ne Doumentation#de�ne CAMERA_FILE "am.out"De�nition at line 13 of �le nidBase.h.#de�ne CNT0_CHAN "/Dev1/tr0"De�nition at line 27 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by main(), and startCount().#de�ne CNT0_GATE "/Dev1/PFI9"De�nition at line 34 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by main(), and startCount().#de�ne CNT0_TRIG_CHAN "/Dev1/PFI9"De�nition at line 30 of �le nidBase.h.
Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 25#de�ne CNT1_CHAN "/Dev1/tr1"De�nition at line 26 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by main(), startPulseTrain(), and startPulseTrainTest().#de�ne CNT1_CHAN_DIG_EDGE_TRIG "/Dev1/PFI1"De�nition at line 31 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by startPulseTrain().#de�ne CNT1_GATE "/Dev1/PFI4"De�nition at line 33 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by main().#de�ne CONF_FILE "nid.onf"De�nition at line 17 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by main().#de�ne DEFAULT_FREQ 800De�nition at line 38 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by bugWorkAround(), and main().#de�ne DELAY 0De�nition at line 41 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by startPulseTrain(), and startPulseTrainTest().#de�ne DIO_BUFF_LEN DIO_BUFF_SIZEDe�nition at line 23 of �le nidBase.h.#de�ne DIO_BUFF_SIZE 12De�nition at line 22 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by bugWorkAround().#de�ne DO_CHAN "Dev1/port0"De�nition at line 28 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by startDIO().#de�ne DO_TRIG_CHAN "/Dev1/PFI0"De�nition at line 29 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by startDIO().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 26#de�ne DUTY 0.1De�nition at line 40 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by startPulseTrain(), and startPulseTrainTest().#de�ne isDAQerror(funtionCall, taskHandle)Value:do { \har errBuff[2048℄={'\0'}; \if( DAQmxFailed(funtionCall) ) { \DAQmxGetExtendedErrorInfo(errBuff,2048); \DAQmxStopTask(taskHandle); \DAQmxClearTask(taskHandle); \fprintf(nidlog,"DAQmx Error in file: %s on line: %d error: %s\n",__FILE__, __LINE__, errBuff); \exit(1); \} \} while(0) \Error heking maro.De�nition at line 79 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by main(), startCount(), startCountSlaveMode(), startDIO(), startPulseTrain(), start-PulseTrainTest(), and stopDIO().#de�ne LOCK_FILE "nid.lok"De�nition at line 16 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by daemonize().#de�ne log_message(�lename, message)Value:do { \FILE *logfile; \logfile=fopen(filename,"a"); \if(!logfile) exit(1); \fprintf(logfile, "%s\n", message); \flose(logfile); \} while(0) \Loggmessages.De�nition at line 65 of �le nidBase.h.#de�ne max(a, b) ( a>b ? a : b )De�nition at line 47 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by main().#de�ne MAXIMUM_FREQ 10000De�nition at line 39 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by adjustFreq().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.2 NIDaemon0.3.5 File Doumentation 27#de�ne MAXIMUM_NUMOF_DIO_BUFFERS 8De�nition at line 18 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by main().#de�ne min(a, b) ( a<b ? a : b )De�nition at line 48 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by main().#de�ne PHOTOMETER_FILE "phot.out"De�nition at line 14 of �le nidBase.h.#de�ne VERSION "0.2"Inlude header stu� from NI.De�nition at line 12 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by main().#de�ne WRKDIR "/tmp"De�nition at line 15 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by daemonize().0.2.9.2 Variable DoumentationFILE∗ nid_outGLOBAL �lebu�erts,.Todoadd FILE argument to every funtion that uses these lines.De�nition at line 54 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by main(), and sigpro().FILE∗ nid_photo_outDe�nition at line 55 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by main(), and sigpro().FILE∗ nid_photo_out2De�nition at line 56 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by main(), and sigpro().
Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:55:19 2006 for NIDaemon0.3.5 by Doxygen



0.3 NIDaemon0.3.5 Page Doumentation 28FILE∗ nidlogDe�nition at line 57 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by adjustFreq(), getBu�(), main(), sigpro(), and startDIO().FILE∗ templogDe�nition at line 58 of �le nidBase.h.Referened by main(), and sigpro().0.3 NIDaemon0.3.5 Page Doumentation0.3.1 Todo ListGlobal parseCommandLine(p. 13)(Swithes ∗sw, GOptionContext ∗tx, int arg, har ∗∗argv): add failhekingGlobal parseCon�gFile(p. 13)(ghar ∗on�gFile, Swithes ∗sw, Con�g ∗fg) : imple-ment failheking.Global nid_out(p. 27) add FILE argument to every funtion that uses these lines.
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Contents0.1 StarGenerator1.6 Data Struture Doumentation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40.3 StarGenerator1.6 Page Doumentation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320.1 StarGenerator1.6 Data Struture Doumentation0.1.1 DList_ Strut Referene#inlude <dlist.h>0.1.1.1 Detailed DesriptionDe�ne a struture for doubly-linked lists.De�nition at line 39 of �le dlist.h.Data Fields� size_t size� int(∗ math )(onst void ∗key1, onst void ∗key2)� void(∗ destroy )(void ∗data)� DListElmt ∗ head� DListElmt ∗ tail0.1.1.2 Field Doumentationvoid(∗ DList_::destroy)(void ∗data)Referened by dlistDestroy(), dlistFlush(), and dlistInit().DListElmt∗ DList_::headDe�nition at line 46 of �le dlist.h.Referened by dlistInit(), dlistInsNext(), dlistInsPrev(), and dlistRemove().int(∗ DList_::math)(onst void ∗key1, onst void ∗key2)



0.1 StarGenerator1.6 Data Struture Doumentation 2size_t DList_::sizeDe�nition at line 41 of �le dlist.h.Referened by dlistInit(), dlistInsNext(), dlistInsPrev(), and dlistRemove().DListElmt∗ DList_::tailDe�nition at line 47 of �le dlist.h.Referened by dlistInit(), dlistInsNext(), dlistInsPrev(), and dlistRemove().The doumentation for this strut was generated from the following �le:� sr/dlist.h0.1.2 DListElmt_ Strut Referene#inlude <dlist.h>0.1.2.1 Detailed DesriptionDe�ne a struture for doubly-linked list elements.De�nition at line 28 of �le dlist.h.Data Fields� void ∗ data� DListElmt_ ∗ prev� DListElmt_ ∗ next0.1.2.2 Field Doumentationvoid∗ DListElmt_::dataDe�nition at line 30 of �le dlist.h.Referened by dlistInsNext(), dlistInsPrev(), and dlistRemove().strut DListElmt_∗ DListElmt_::nextDe�nition at line 32 of �le dlist.h.Referened by dlistInsNext(), dlistInsPrev(), and dlistRemove().strut DListElmt_∗ DListElmt_::prevDe�nition at line 31 of �le dlist.h.Referened by dlistInsNext(), dlistInsPrev(), and dlistRemove().The doumentation for this strut was generated from the following �le:� sr/dlist.hGenerated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.1 StarGenerator1.6 Data Struture Doumentation 30.1.3 Star_ Strut Referene#inlude <star.h>0.1.3.1 Detailed DesriptionStar strutre.used to store stars.De�nition at line 28 of �le star.h.Data Fields� double magn� double rasmagnitude� double delrightasension� double azimuthdelination� double elevationazimuth� int numelevation0.1.3.2 Field Doumentationdouble Star_::azimuthdelinationDe�nition at line 32 of �le star.h.Referened by preditStars(), printList(), and simulateImage().double Star_::delrightasensionDe�nition at line 31 of �le star.h.Referened by openANDreadSAO�le(), preditStars(), printList(), readSAO(), and readSAO�le().double Star_::elevationazimuthDe�nition at line 33 of �le star.h.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 4Referened by preditStars(), printList(), and simulateImage().double Star_::magnDe�nition at line 29 of �le star.h.Referened by openANDreadSAO�le(), printList(), readSAO(), readSAO�le(), and simulate-Image().int Star_::numelevationDe�nition at line 34 of �le star.h.Referened by preditStars(), and printList().double Star_::rasmagnitudeDe�nition at line 30 of �le star.h.Referened by openANDreadSAO�le(), preditStars(), printList(), readSAO(), and readSAO�le().The doumentation for this strut was generated from the following �le:� sr/star.h0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation0.2.1 sr/onvert. File Referene#inlude "onvert.h"Funtions� int timeTOmjs (double ∗mjs, time_t time)TODODO ADD COMENTS HERE.� int ttTOmjs (double ∗mjs, int year, int month, int day, int hour, int min, int se, intmillise)onverts alendar date to modi�ed Julian seond Returns seonds sine 00:00 UT on Jan 1, 1950� int mjsTOtt (int ∗year, int ∗month, int ∗day, int ∗hour, int ∗min, int ∗se, int ∗millise,double mjs)onverts modi�ed Julian seond to alendar date� double sphDist (double ras1, double del1, double ras2, double del2)Calulates the distane between two points in spherial oordinates.� int aeTOrd (double ∗ras, double ∗del, double azimuth, double elevation, double mjs,double latitude, double longitude)Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 5Converts azimuth and elevation to rightasention and delination ras, del in radians.� int rdTOae (double ∗azimuth, double ∗elevation, double ras, double del, double mjs,double latitude, double longitude)Converts rightasention and delination to azimuth and elevation.� double getGreenwihMeanTime (double mjs)funtion to get Greenwih mean sidereal time See Astronomial Algorithms by Jean Meeus, p.� double degreeTOradians (double deg)Conversion from degrees to radians.� double radiansTOdegree (double rad)Conversion from radians to degree.� int sphTOartesian (double ∗x, double ∗y, double az, double el, double azref, doubleelref)Convert from spherial oordinate azimuth and elevation to artesian.� int aeTOxy (int ∗x, int ∗y, double az, double el, double nv[8℄)Converts azimuth and elevation to pixel oordinates.0.2.1.1 Funtion Doumentationint aeTOrd (double ∗ ras, double ∗ del, double azimuth, double elevation, doublemjs, double latitude, double longitude)Converts azimuth and elevation to rightasention and delination ras, del in radians.Parameters:ras pointer to store right asension.del pointer to store delination.azimuth azimuth on star.elevation elevation on star.mjs time in modi�ed julian seonds.latitude latitude on star.longitude longitude on star.
δ = arcsin sin elev sin lat + cos elev cos azimuth cos lat

H.A. = arctan

{

− cos elev sin azimuth

sin elev cos lat − cos elev cos azimuth sin lat

}Returns:OK if everything went well, else NOTOK,See also:OK(p. 31),NOTOK(p. 31).Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 6De�nition at line 140 of �le onvert..Referenes degreeTOradians(), getGreenwihMeanTime(), and OK.Referened by preditStars().int aeTOxy (int ∗ x, int ∗ y, double az, double el, double nv[8℄)Converts azimuth and elevation to pixel oordinates.Parameters:x pointer to store x.y pointer to store y.az azimuth angle.el elevation.nv hard oded nv values.Todorewrite nv array to global de�nition.
ξ = ρ cos arctan{

fy

fx
− th}

η = ρ sin arctan{
fy

fx
− th}

x = x0 + ξ

y = y0 + ηReturns:OK if everything went well, else NOTOK,See also:OK(p. 31),NOTOK(p. 31).De�nition at line 321 of �le onvert..Referenes OK, and sphTOartesian().Referened by simulateImage().double degreeTOradians (double deg)Conversion from degrees to radians.
out =

π

180
inParameters:deg angle in degreesReturns:radiansDe�nition at line 247 of �le onvert..Referened by aeTOrd(), and rdTOae().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 7double getGreenwihMeanTime (double mjs)funtion to get Greenwih mean sidereal time See Astronomial Algorithms by Jean Meeus, p.See also:Astronomial Algorithms by Jean Meeus, p. 84 (Eq. 11-4) for the onstants used.Parameters:mjs time given in modi�ed julian seonds.Returns:Greenwih mean sidereal time.De�nition at line 217 of �le onvert..Referenes ttTOmjs().Referened by aeTOrd(), and rdTOae().int mjsTOtt (int ∗ year, int ∗ month, int ∗ day, int ∗ hour, int ∗ min, int ∗ se, int ∗millise, double mjs)onverts modi�ed Julian seond to alendar dateParameters:year year.month month.day day.hour hour.min minute.se seonds.millise milliseonds.mjs time in modi�ed julian seonds.Returns:OK if everything went well, else NOTOK,See also:OK(p. 31),NOTOK(p. 31).Warning:maybe buggy.Todoadd more veri�ation ode.De�nition at line 65 of �le onvert..Referenes min, and OK.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 8double radiansTOdegree (double rad)Conversion from radians to degree.
out =

180

πParameters:rad radians.Returns:degrees.De�nition at line 261 of �le onvert..int rdTOae (double ∗ azimuth, double ∗ elevation, double ras, double del, doublemjs, double latitude, double longitude)Converts rightasention and delination to azimuth and elevation.Parameters:azimuth pointer to store azimuth.elevation pointer to store elevation.ras right asension.del delination.mjs time given in modi�ed julian seonds.latitude latitude.longitude longitude.
elevation = arcsin sin δ sin lat + cos δ cos H.A. cos lat

azimuth = arctan

{

− cos δ sinH.A.

sin δ cos lat − cos δ cos H.A. sin lat

}Returns:OK if everything went well, else NOTOK,See also:OK(p. 31),NOTOK(p. 31).De�nition at line 188 of �le onvert..Referenes degreeTOradians(), getGreenwihMeanTime(), and OK.Referened by preditStars().double sphDist (double ras1, double del1, double ras2, double del2)Calulates the distane between two points in spherial oordinates.Parameters:ras1 right asension on �rst star.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 9del1 delination on �rst star.ras2 right asension on seond star.del2 delination on seond star.
d = arccos sin δ1 sin δ2 + cosδ1 cos δ2 cos(α1 − α2)Returns:the distane.De�nition at line 113 of �le onvert..int sphTOartesian (double ∗ x, double ∗ y, double az, double el, double azref, doubleelref)Convert from spherial oordinate azimuth and elevation to artesian.Parameters:x pointer to store x.y pointer to store y.az azimuth.el elevation.azref azimuth referene.elref elevation referene. The following formulas is used
x =

tan(az − aazref ) cos(el)
sin(el)cos(az − azref )

sin(elref ) + cos(elref ) cos(el)
sin(el)cos(az − azref )

y =
cos(elref ) −

sin(elref )
tan(el) cos(az − azref )

sin(elref ) +
cos(elref )

tan(el) cos(az − azref )Returns:OK if everything went well, else NOTOK,See also:OK(p. 31),NOTOK(p. 31).De�nition at line 287 of �le onvert..Referenes OK.Referened by aeTOxy().int timeTOmjs (double ∗ mjs, time_t time)TODODO ADD COMENTS HERE.De�nition at line 13 of �le onvert..Referenes OK.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 10int ttTOmjs (double ∗ mjs, int year, int month, int day, int hour, int min, int se, intmillise)onverts alendar date to modi�ed Julian seond Returns seonds sine 00:00 UT on Jan 1, 1950Parameters:mjs pointer to store time given in modi�ed julian se.year year.month month.day day.hour hour.min minutes.se seonds.millise milliseonds.Returns:OK if everything went well, else NOTOK,See also:OK(p. 31),NOTOK(p. 31).De�nition at line 33 of �le onvert..Referenes min, and OK.Referened by getGreenwihMeanTime().0.2.2 sr/onvert.h File Referene#inlude <math.h>#inlude <time.h>De�nes� #de�ne OK 0� #de�ne NOTOK 1� #de�ne FAULT -1Funtions� int timeTOmjs (double ∗, time_t)TODODO ADD COMENTS HERE.� int ttTOmjs (double ∗, int, int, int, int, int, int, int)onverts alendar date to modi�ed Julian seond Returns seonds sine 00:00 UT on Jan 1, 1950� int mjsTOtt (int ∗, int ∗, int ∗, int ∗, int ∗, int ∗, int ∗, double)onverts modi�ed Julian seond to alendar dateGenerated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 11� double sphDist (double, double, double, double)Calulates the distane between two points in spherial oordinates.� int aeTOrd (double ∗, double ∗, double, double, double, double, double)Converts azimuth and elevation to rightasention and delination ras, del in radians.� int rdTOae (double ∗, double ∗, double, double, double, double, double)Converts rightasention and delination to azimuth and elevation.� double getGreenwihMeanTime (double)funtion to get Greenwih mean sidereal time See Astronomial Algorithms by Jean Meeus, p.� double degreeTOradians (double)Conversion from degrees to radians.� double radiansTOdegree (double)Conversion from radians to degree.� int sphTOartesian (double ∗, double ∗, double, double, double, double)Convert from spherial oordinate azimuth and elevation to artesian.� int aeTOxy (int ∗, int ∗, double, double, double nv[8℄)Converts azimuth and elevation to pixel oordinates.0.2.2.1 De�ne Doumentation#de�ne FAULT -1De�nition at line 10 of �le onvert.h.Referened by dlistInsNext(), and dlistInsPrev().#de�ne NOTOK 1De�nition at line 9 of �le onvert.h.#de�ne OK 0De�nition at line 8 of �le onvert.h.Referened by aeTOrd(), aeTOxy(), mjsTOtt(), preditStars(), rdTOae(), sphTOartesian(),timeTOmjs(), and ttTOmjs().0.2.2.2 Funtion Doumentationint aeTOrd (double ∗ ras, double ∗ del, double azimuth, double elevation, doublemjs, double latitude, double longitude)Converts azimuth and elevation to rightasention and delination ras, del in radians.Parameters:ras pointer to store right asension.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 12del pointer to store delination.azimuth azimuth on star.elevation elevation on star.mjs time in modi�ed julian seonds.latitude latitude on star.longitude longitude on star.
δ = arcsin sin elev sin lat + cos elev cos azimuth cos lat

H.A. = arctan

{

− cos elev sin azimuth

sin elev cos lat − cos elev cos azimuth sin lat

}Returns:OK if everything went well, else NOTOK,See also:OK(p. 31),NOTOK(p. 31).De�nition at line 140 of �le onvert..Referenes degreeTOradians(), getGreenwihMeanTime(), and OK.Referened by preditStars().int aeTOxy (int ∗ x, int ∗ y, double az, double el, double nv[8℄)Converts azimuth and elevation to pixel oordinates.Parameters:x pointer to store x.y pointer to store y.az azimuth angle.el elevation.nv hard oded nv values.Todorewrite nv array to global de�nition.
ξ = ρ cos arctan{

fy

fx
− th}

η = ρ sin arctan{
fy

fx
− th}

x = x0 + ξ

y = y0 + ηReturns:OK if everything went well, else NOTOK,See also:OK(p. 31),NOTOK(p. 31).Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 13De�nition at line 321 of �le onvert..Referenes OK, and sphTOartesian().Referened by simulateImage().double degreeTOradians (double deg)Conversion from degrees to radians.
out =

π

180
inParameters:deg angle in degreesReturns:radiansDe�nition at line 247 of �le onvert..Referened by aeTOrd(), and rdTOae().double getGreenwihMeanTime (double mjs)funtion to get Greenwih mean sidereal time See Astronomial Algorithms by Jean Meeus, p.See also:Astronomial Algorithms by Jean Meeus, p. 84 (Eq. 11-4) for the onstants used.Parameters:mjs time given in modi�ed julian seonds.Returns:Greenwih mean sidereal time.De�nition at line 217 of �le onvert..Referenes ttTOmjs().Referened by aeTOrd(), and rdTOae().int mjsTOtt (int ∗ year, int ∗ month, int ∗ day, int ∗ hour, int ∗ min, int ∗ se, int ∗millise, double mjs)onverts modi�ed Julian seond to alendar dateParameters:year year.month month.day day.hour hour.min minute.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 14se seonds.millise milliseonds.mjs time in modi�ed julian seonds.Returns:OK if everything went well, else NOTOK,See also:OK(p. 31),NOTOK(p. 31).Warning:maybe buggy.Todoadd more veri�ation ode.De�nition at line 65 of �le onvert..Referenes min, and OK.double radiansTOdegree (double rad)Conversion from radians to degree.
out =

180

πParameters:rad radians.Returns:degrees.De�nition at line 261 of �le onvert..int rdTOae (double ∗ azimuth, double ∗ elevation, double ras, double del, doublemjs, double latitude, double longitude)Converts rightasention and delination to azimuth and elevation.Parameters:azimuth pointer to store azimuth.elevation pointer to store elevation.ras right asension.del delination.mjs time given in modi�ed julian seonds.latitude latitude.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 15longitude longitude.
elevation = arcsin sin δ sin lat + cos δ cos H.A. cos lat

azimuth = arctan

{

− cos δ sinH.A.

sin δ cos lat − cos δ cos H.A. sin lat

}Returns:OK if everything went well, else NOTOK,See also:OK(p. 31),NOTOK(p. 31).De�nition at line 188 of �le onvert..Referenes degreeTOradians(), getGreenwihMeanTime(), and OK.Referened by preditStars().double sphDist (double ras1, double del1, double ras2, double del2)Calulates the distane between two points in spherial oordinates.Parameters:ras1 right asension on �rst star.del1 delination on �rst star.ras2 right asension on seond star.del2 delination on seond star.
d = arccos sin δ1 sin δ2 + cosδ1 cos δ2 cos(α1 − α2)Returns:the distane.De�nition at line 113 of �le onvert..int sphTOartesian (double ∗ x, double ∗ y, double az, double el, double azref, doubleelref)Convert from spherial oordinate azimuth and elevation to artesian.Parameters:x pointer to store x.y pointer to store y.az azimuth.el elevation.azref azimuth referene.elref elevation referene. The following formulas is used
x =

tan(az − aazref ) cos(el)
sin(el)cos(az − azref )

sin(elref ) + cos(elref ) cos(el)
sin(el)cos(az − azref )Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 16
y =

cos(elref ) −
sin(elref )

tan(el) cos(az − azref )

sin(elref ) +
cos(elref )

tan(el) cos(az − azref )Returns:OK if everything went well, else NOTOK,See also:OK(p. 31),NOTOK(p. 31).De�nition at line 287 of �le onvert..Referenes OK.Referened by aeTOxy().int timeTOmjs (double ∗, time_t)TODODO ADD COMENTS HERE.De�nition at line 13 of �le onvert..Referenes OK.int ttTOmjs (double ∗ mjs, int year, int month, int day, int hour, int min, int se, intmillise)onverts alendar date to modi�ed Julian seond Returns seonds sine 00:00 UT on Jan 1, 1950Parameters:mjs pointer to store time given in modi�ed julian se.year year.month month.day day.hour hour.min minutes.se seonds.millise milliseonds.Returns:OK if everything went well, else NOTOK,See also:OK(p. 31),NOTOK(p. 31).De�nition at line 33 of �le onvert..Referenes min, and OK.Referened by getGreenwihMeanTime().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 170.2.3 sr/dlist. File Referene#inlude "dlist.h"Funtions� void dlistInit (DList ∗list, void(∗destroy)(void ∗data))Funtions used with list.� void dlistDestroy (DList ∗list)Destroy the list.� void dlistFlush (DList ∗list)Flush the list but keeps DList header intat.� int dlistInsNext (DList ∗list, DListElmt ∗element, onst void ∗data)Insert nextelement.� int dlistInsPrev (DList ∗list, DListElmt ∗element, onst void ∗data)Insert previous item.� int dlistRemove (DList ∗list, DListElmt ∗element, void ∗∗data)Remove an element from list.� DList ∗ dlistClone (DList ∗dest, DList ∗sr)Clones linked list Complexity: O(n).0.2.3.1 Funtion DoumentationDList∗ dlistClone (DList ∗ dest, DList ∗ sr)Clones linked list Complexity: O(n).Parameters:dest destination listsr soure listReturns:pointer to destination listTODO we should memopy data from old to new list De�nition at line 225 of �le dlist..Referenes DList, dlistData, DListElmt, dlistHead, dlistInsNext(), dlistIShead, dlistPrev, anddlistTail.void dlistDestroy (DList ∗ list)Destroy the list.Parameters:list linked listGenerated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 18De�nition at line 29 of �le dlist..Referenes DList_::destroy, DList, dlistRemove(), dlistSize, and dlistTail.void dlistFlush (DList ∗ list)Flush the list but keeps DList header intat.Parameters:list linked listDe�nition at line 55 of �le dlist..Referenes DList_::destroy, DList, dlistRemove(), dlistSize, and dlistTail.void dlistInit (DList ∗ list, void(∗ destroy)(void ∗data))Funtions used with list.Parameters:list linked listdata dataDe�nition at line 14 of �le dlist..Referenes DList_::destroy, DList, DList_::head, DList_::size, and DList_::tail.Referened by openANDreadSAO�le(), readSAO(), and readSAO�le().int dlistInsNext (DList ∗ list, DListElmt ∗ element, onst void ∗ data)Insert nextelement.Parameters:list linked listelement list elementdata dataReturns:OK if suessDe�nition at line 81 of �le dlist..Referenes DListElmt_::data, DList, DListElmt, dlistSize, FAULT, DList_::head, DListElmt_-::next, DListElmt_::prev, DList_::size, and DList_::tail.Referened by dlistClone().int dlistInsPrev (DList ∗ list, DListElmt ∗ element, onst void ∗ data)Insert previous item.Parameters:list linked listelement list elementGenerated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 19data dataReturns:OK if suessDe�nition at line 131 of �le dlist..Referenes DListElmt_::data, DList, DListElmt, dlistSize, FAULT, DList_::head, DListElmt_-::next, DListElmt_::prev, DList_::size, and DList_::tail.Referened by openANDreadSAO�le(), readSAO(), and readSAO�le().int dlistRemove (DList ∗ list, DListElmt ∗ element, void ∗∗ data)Remove an element from list.Parameters:list linked listelement list elementdata dataReturns:OK if suessDe�nition at line 181 of �le dlist..Referenes DListElmt_::data, DList, DListElmt, dlistSize, DList_::head, DListElmt_::next,DListElmt_::prev, DList_::size, and DList_::tail.Referened by dlistDestroy(), dlistFlush(), and preditStars().0.2.4 sr/dlist.h File Referene#inlude <string.h>#inlude <stdlib.h>Data Strutures� strut DListElmt_De�ne a struture for doubly-linked list elements.� strut DList_De�ne a struture for doubly-linked lists.De�nes� #de�ne _GNU_SOURCEHeader �le for dlist.(p. 17)Id dlist.h(p. 19),v 1.2 2005/07/01 08:44:19 josefh Exp josefh.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 20� #de�ne FAULT -1� #de�ne dlistSize(list) ((list) → size)� #de�ne dlistHead(list) ((list) → head)� #de�ne dlistTail(list) ((list) → tail)� #de�ne dlistIShead(element) ((element) → prev == NULL ? 1 : 0)� #de�ne dlistIStail(element) ((element) → next == NULL ? 1 : 0)� #de�ne dlistData(element) ((element) → data)� #de�ne dlistNext(element) ((element) → next)� #de�ne dlistPrev(element) ((element) → prev)Typedefs� typedef DListElmt_ DListElmtDe�ne a struture for doubly-linked list elements.� typedef DList_ DListDe�ne a struture for doubly-linked lists.Funtions� void dlistInit (DList ∗list, void(∗destroy)(void ∗data))Funtions used with list.� void dlistDestroy (DList ∗list)Destroy the list.� int dlistInsNext (DList ∗list, DListElmt ∗element, onst void ∗data)Insert nextelement.� int dlistInsPrev (DList ∗list, DListElmt ∗element, onst void ∗data)Insert previous item.� int dlistRemove (DList ∗list, DListElmt ∗element, void ∗∗data)Remove an element from list.� DList ∗ dlistClone (DList ∗dest, DList ∗sr)Clones linked list Complexity: O(n).0.2.4.1 De�ne Doumentation#de�ne _GNU_SOURCEHeader �le for dlist.(p. 17)Id dlist.h(p. 19),v 1.2 2005/07/01 08:44:19 josefh Exp josefh.De�nition at line 7 of �le dlist.h.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 21#de�ne dlistData(element) ((element) → data)De�nition at line 20 of �le dlist.h.Referened by dlistClone(), getStar(), preditStars(), printList(), and simulateImage().#de�ne dlistHead(list) ((list) → head)De�nition at line 16 of �le dlist.h.Referened by dlistClone(), openANDreadSAO�le(), readSAO(), and readSAO�le().#de�ne dlistIShead(element) ((element) → prev == NULL ? 1 : 0)De�nition at line 18 of �le dlist.h.Referened by dlistClone(), getStar(), preditStars(), printList(), and simulateImage().#de�ne dlistIStail(element) ((element) → next == NULL ? 1 : 0)De�nition at line 19 of �le dlist.h.#de�ne dlistNext(element) ((element) → next)De�nition at line 21 of �le dlist.h.#de�ne dlistPrev(element) ((element) → prev)De�nition at line 22 of �le dlist.h.Referened by dlistClone(), getStar(), preditStars(), printList(), and simulateImage().#de�ne dlistSize(list) ((list) → size)De�nition at line 15 of �le dlist.h.Referened by dlistDestroy(), dlistFlush(), dlistInsNext(), dlistInsPrev(), dlistRemove(), get-Star(), preditStars(), printList(), and simulateImage().#de�ne dlistTail(list) ((list) → tail)De�nition at line 17 of �le dlist.h.Referened by dlistClone(), dlistDestroy(), dlistFlush(), getStar(), preditStars(), printList(), andsimulateImage().#de�ne FAULT -1De�nition at line 13 of �le dlist.h.0.2.4.2 Typedef Doumentationtypedef strut DList_ DListDe�ne a struture for doubly-linked lists.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 22Referened by dlistClone(), dlistDestroy(), dlistFlush(), dlistInit(), dlistInsNext(), dlistInsPrev(),dlistRemove(), getStar(), openANDreadSAO�le(), preditStars(), printList(), readSAO(), read-SAO�le(), and simulateImage().typedef strut DListElmt_ DListElmtDe�ne a struture for doubly-linked list elements.Referened by dlistClone(), dlistInsNext(), dlistInsPrev(), dlistRemove(), getStar(), predit-Stars(), printList(), and simulateImage().0.2.4.3 Funtion DoumentationDList∗ dlistClone (DList ∗ dest, DList ∗ sr)Clones linked list Complexity: O(n).Parameters:dest destination listsr soure listReturns:pointer to destination listTODO we should memopy data from old to new list De�nition at line 225 of �le dlist..Referenes DList, dlistData, DListElmt, dlistHead, dlistInsNext(), dlistIShead, dlistPrev, anddlistTail.void dlistDestroy (DList ∗ list)Destroy the list.Parameters:list linked listDe�nition at line 29 of �le dlist..Referenes DList_::destroy, DList, dlistRemove(), dlistSize, and dlistTail.void dlistInit (DList ∗ list, void(∗ destroy)(void ∗data))Funtions used with list.Parameters:list linked listdata dataDe�nition at line 14 of �le dlist..Referenes DList_::destroy, DList, DList_::head, DList_::size, and DList_::tail.Referened by openANDreadSAO�le(), readSAO(), and readSAO�le().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 23int dlistInsNext (DList ∗ list, DListElmt ∗ element, onst void ∗ data)Insert nextelement.Parameters:list linked listelement list elementdata dataReturns:OK if suessDe�nition at line 81 of �le dlist..Referenes DListElmt_::data, DList, DListElmt, dlistSize, FAULT, DList_::head, DListElmt_-::next, DListElmt_::prev, DList_::size, and DList_::tail.Referened by dlistClone().int dlistInsPrev (DList ∗ list, DListElmt ∗ element, onst void ∗ data)Insert previous item.Parameters:list linked listelement list elementdata dataReturns:OK if suessDe�nition at line 131 of �le dlist..Referenes DListElmt_::data, DList, DListElmt, dlistSize, FAULT, DList_::head, DListElmt_-::next, DListElmt_::prev, DList_::size, and DList_::tail.Referened by openANDreadSAO�le(), readSAO(), and readSAO�le().int dlistRemove (DList ∗ list, DListElmt ∗ element, void ∗∗ data)Remove an element from list.Parameters:list linked listelement list elementdata dataReturns:OK if suessDe�nition at line 181 of �le dlist..Referenes DListElmt_::data, DList, DListElmt, dlistSize, DList_::head, DListElmt_::next,DListElmt_::prev, DList_::size, and DList_::tail.Referened by dlistDestroy(), dlistFlush(), and preditStars().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 240.2.5 sr/read. File Referene#inlude "read.h"Funtions� DList openANDreadSAO�le (void)Reads the SAO �le and stores it in a doublylinked list.� int readSAO�le (DList ∗list, har ∗�lename, void(∗memfree)(void ∗data), void
∗(∗memallo)(size_t t))Reads the SAO �le and stores it in a doublylinked list.� int readSAO (DList ∗list, har ∗�lename)Reads the SAO �le and stores it in a doublylinked list.� void printList (DList ∗list)Helperfuntion, used in test.� Star ∗ getStar (DList ∗list, int index)Gets star at a ertain position an returns it.0.2.5.1 Funtion DoumentationStar∗ getStar (DList ∗ list, int index)Gets star at a ertain position an returns it.Parameters:list doublelinked list to feth stars from.index whih position the star should be fethed from.Returns:Star strut,See also:Star(p. 31).De�nition at line 270 of �le read..Referenes DList, dlistData, DListElmt, dlistIShead, dlistPrev, dlistSize, dlistTail, and Star.DList openANDreadSAO�le (void)Reads the SAO �le and stores it in a doublylinked list.Returns:linked list,See also:DList(p. 21)Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 25De�nition at line 12 of �le read..Referenes Star_::del, DList, dlistHead, dlistInit(), dlistInsPrev(), Star_::magn, Star_::ras,SAOFILE, and Star.void printList (DList ∗ list)Helperfuntion, used in test.Parameters:list doublelinked listDe�nition at line 236 of �le read..Referenes Star_::azimuth, Star_::del, DList, dlistData, DListElmt, dlistIShead, dlistPrev, dlist-Size, dlistTail, Star_::elevation, Star_::magn, Star_::num, Star_::ras, and Star.int readSAO (DList ∗ list, har ∗ �lename)Reads the SAO �le and stores it in a doublylinked list.Parameters:list list where we store the data.�lename path and �lename to SAOFILEReturns:linked list,See also:DList(p. 21)De�nition at line 162 of �le read..Referenes Star_::del, DList, dlistHead, dlistInit(), dlistInsPrev(), Star_::magn, Star_::ras, andStar.int readSAO�le (DList ∗ list, har ∗ �lename, void(∗ memfree)(void ∗data), void ∗(∗memallo)(size_t t))Reads the SAO �le and stores it in a doublylinked list.Parameters:list list where we store the data.�lename path and �lename to SAOFILEReturns:linked list,See also:DList(p. 21)De�nition at line 87 of �le read..Referenes Star_::del, DList, dlistHead, dlistInit(), dlistInsPrev(), Star_::magn, Star_::ras, andStar.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 260.2.6 sr/read.h File Referene#inlude <stdio.h>#inlude "dlist.h"#inlude "star.h"De�nes� #de�ne SAOFILE "SAOJ2000"Header �le for read.(p. 24)Id read.h(p. 26),v 1.2 2005/07/01 12:07:24 josefh Exp josefh.Funtions� DList openANDreadSAO�le (void)Reads the SAO �le and stores it in a doublylinked list.� int readSAO�le (DList ∗list, har ∗�lename, void(∗memfree)(void ∗data), void
∗(∗memallo)(size_t t))Reads the SAO �le and stores it in a doublylinked list.� int readSAO (DList ∗list, har ∗�lename)Reads the SAO �le and stores it in a doublylinked list.� void printList (DList ∗)Helperfuntion, used in test.� Star ∗ getStar (DList ∗, int)Gets star at a ertain position an returns it.0.2.6.1 De�ne Doumentation#de�ne SAOFILE "SAOJ2000"Header �le for read.(p. 24)Id read.h(p. 26),v 1.2 2005/07/01 12:07:24 josefh Exp josefh.De�nition at line 13 of �le read.h.Referened by openANDreadSAO�le().
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0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 270.2.6.2 Funtion DoumentationStar∗ getStar (DList ∗ list, int index)Gets star at a ertain position an returns it.Parameters:list doublelinked list to feth stars from.index whih position the star should be fethed from.Returns:Star strut,See also:Star(p. 31).De�nition at line 270 of �le read..Referenes DList, dlistData, DListElmt, dlistIShead, dlistPrev, dlistSize, dlistTail, and Star.DList openANDreadSAO�le (void)Reads the SAO �le and stores it in a doublylinked list.Returns:linked list,See also:DList(p. 21)De�nition at line 12 of �le read..Referenes Star_::del, DList, dlistHead, dlistInit(), dlistInsPrev(), Star_::magn, Star_::ras,SAOFILE, and Star.void printList (DList ∗ list)Helperfuntion, used in test.Parameters:list doublelinked listDe�nition at line 236 of �le read..Referenes Star_::azimuth, Star_::del, DList, dlistData, DListElmt, dlistIShead, dlistPrev, dlist-Size, dlistTail, Star_::elevation, Star_::magn, Star_::num, Star_::ras, and Star.int readSAO (DList ∗ list, har ∗ �lename)Reads the SAO �le and stores it in a doublylinked list.Parameters:list list where we store the data.�lename path and �lename to SAOFILEGenerated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 28Returns:linked list,See also:DList(p. 21)De�nition at line 162 of �le read..Referenes Star_::del, DList, dlistHead, dlistInit(), dlistInsPrev(), Star_::magn, Star_::ras, andStar.int readSAO�le (DList ∗ list, har ∗ �lename, void(∗ memfree)(void ∗data), void ∗(∗memallo)(size_t t))Reads the SAO �le and stores it in a doublylinked list.Parameters:list list where we store the data.�lename path and �lename to SAOFILEReturns:linked list,See also:DList(p. 21)De�nition at line 87 of �le read..Referenes Star_::del, DList, dlistHead, dlistInit(), dlistInsPrev(), Star_::magn, Star_::ras, andStar.0.2.7 sr/star. File Referene#inlude "star.h"#inlude "dlist.h"#inlude "read.h"#inlude "onvert.h"#inlude <gd.h>Funtions� int preditStars (double mjs, double latitude, double longitude,DList ∗list, double ∗nv)Calulates the position of stars.� gdImagePtr simulateImage (double mjs, DList ∗list, double ∗nv)Creates the image in png format.
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0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 290.2.7.1 Funtion Doumentationint preditStars (double mjs, double latitude, double longitude, DList ∗ list, double ∗nv)Calulates the position of stars.Parameters:mjs time.latitude position where we are on earth.longitude position where we are on earth.list pointer to a DListSee also:DList(p. 21)Returns:true if everything went well else false.destroying data De�nition at line 22 of �le star..Referenes aeTOrd(), Star_::azimuth, Star_::del, DIMX, DIMY, DList, dlistData, DListElmt,dlistIShead, dlistPrev, dlistRemove(), dlistSize, dlistTail, Star_::elevation, Star_::num, OK,Star_::ras, rdTOae(), and Star.Referened by simulateImage().gdImagePtr simulateImage (double mjs, DList ∗ list, double ∗ nv)Creates the image in png format.Parameters:mjs time.list pointer to a DList for more information on DListSee also:DList(p. 21).Returns:pointer to an image,See also:gdImagePtrDe�nition at line 145 of �le star..Referenes aeTOxy(), Star_::azimuth, DIMX, DIMY, DList, dlistData, DListElmt, dlistIShead,dlistPrev, dlistSize, dlistTail, Star_::elevation, Star_::magn, preditStars(), and Star.0.2.8 sr/star.h File Referene#inlude <gd.h>#inlude "dlist.h"Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 30Data Strutures� strut Star_Star strutre.De�nes� #de�ne OK 0De�ne star struture.� #de�ne NOTOK 1� #de�ne FAULT -1� #de�ne max(a, b) ( a>b ? a : b )� #de�ne min(a, b) ( a<b ? a : b )� #de�ne mean(a, b) ( (a+b)/2 )� #de�ne DIMX 512Dimension on image.� #de�ne DIMY 512� #de�ne IMOUT "star.png"Typedefs� typedef Star_ StarStar strutre.Funtions� int preditStars (double mjs, double latitude, double longitude,DList ∗list, double ∗nv)Calulates the position of stars.� gdImagePtr simulateImage (double mjs, DList ∗list, double ∗nv)Creates the image in png format.0.2.8.1 De�ne Doumentation#de�ne DIMX 512Dimension on image.De�nition at line 19 of �le star.h.Referened by preditStars(), and simulateImage().#de�ne DIMY 512De�nition at line 20 of �le star.h.Referened by preditStars(), and simulateImage().Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.2 StarGenerator1.6 File Doumentation 31#de�ne FAULT -1De�nition at line 12 of �le star.h.#de�ne IMOUT "star.png"De�nition at line 21 of �le star.h.#de�ne max(a, b) ( a>b ? a : b )De�nition at line 13 of �le star.h.#de�ne mean(a, b) ( (a+b)/2 )De�nition at line 15 of �le star.h.#de�ne min(a, b) ( a<b ? a : b )De�nition at line 14 of �le star.h.Referened by mjsTOtt(), and ttTOmjs().#de�ne NOTOK 1De�nition at line 11 of �le star.h.#de�ne OK 0De�ne star struture.De�nition at line 10 of �le star.h.0.2.8.2 Typedef Doumentationtypedef strut Star_ StarStar strutre.used to store stars.Referened by getStar(), openANDreadSAO�le(), preditStars(), printList(), readSAO(), read-SAO�le(), and simulateImage().0.2.8.3 Funtion Doumentationint preditStars (double mjs, double latitude, double longitude, DList ∗ list, double ∗nv)Calulates the position of stars.Parameters:mjs time.latitude position where we are on earth.longitude position where we are on earth.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen



0.3 StarGenerator1.6 Page Doumentation 32list pointer to a DListSee also:DList(p. 21)Returns:true if everything went well else false.destroying data De�nition at line 22 of �le star..Referenes aeTOrd(), Star_::azimuth, Star_::del, DIMX, DIMY, DList, dlistData, DListElmt,dlistIShead, dlistPrev, dlistRemove(), dlistSize, dlistTail, Star_::elevation, Star_::num, OK,Star_::ras, rdTOae(), and Star.Referened by simulateImage().gdImagePtr simulateImage (double mjs, DList ∗ list, double ∗ nv)Creates the image in png format.Parameters:mjs time.list pointer to a DList for more information on DListSee also:DList(p. 21).Returns:pointer to an image,See also:gdImagePtrDe�nition at line 145 of �le star..Referenes aeTOxy(), Star_::azimuth, DIMX, DIMY, DList, dlistData, DListElmt, dlistIShead,dlistPrev, dlistSize, dlistTail, Star_::elevation, Star_::magn, preditStars(), and Star.0.3 StarGenerator1.6 Page Doumentation0.3.1 Todo ListGlobal aeTOxy(p. 6)(int ∗x, int ∗y, double az, double el, double nv[8℄) rewrite nv ar-ray to global de�nition.
ξ = ρ cos arctan{

fy

fx
− th}

η = ρ sin arctan{
fy

fx
− th}

x = x0 + ξ

y = y0 + ηGlobal mjsTOtt(p. 7)(int ∗year, int ∗month, int ∗day, int ∗hour, int ∗min, int ∗se, int ∗millise, double mjs)add more veri�ation ode.Generated on Wed Feb 8 14:44:27 2006 for StarGenerator1.6 by Doxygen
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